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The first part of the research presents an investigation of pedestrian conflicts and crash
count models to learn which exposure measures and roadway or roadside characteristics
significantly influence pedestrian safety at road crossings. The results show that minor and
serious conflicts are marginally significant in predicting total pedestrian crashes together with
crossing distance and building setback. This suggests that these conflicts may be a good
surrogate for crashes in analyzing pedestrian safety. Greater crossing distance and small building
setbacks are both found to be associated with larger numbers of pedestrian-vehicle crashes. In
the second part of the research we assembled crash and roadway geometry data of freeways in
the State of Connecticut for developing Safety performance functions (SPFs). Models were
estimated separately for single vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes. Interaction models were found
to be the best models for all crash categories. This finding suggests the importance of
incorporating interaction effect between variables, in particular between speed limit and
geometric variables such as number of lanes, shoulder width, and median type, during crash
prediction model estimation. Last part of the research presents an investigation to find a
preferred crash typology for the prediction of crash severities for controlled access highways. We
find that the typology based on vehicle travel direction has better fit than the other models. The
finding demonstrates that the crash types and AADT could be good predictor of crash severities
when crash and person related information are not available, as is the case for segment level
prediction.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Crash prediction model is integral in providing a good insight into the safety levels of the roads
as it helps detect unsafe roadway characteristics by relating crash counts with many different
independent variables such as traffic volume, roadway and roadside geometric characteristics,
roadway segment length, pavement surface conditions, lighting, weather, and so on. This
research intends to explore and improve three different directions of crash prediction modeling
namely improving freeway crash prediction modeling by investigating interactions between
variables, finding surrogate measures for pedestrian crashes to aid research in pedestrian crash
modeling, and finally combining crash types to improve crash severity prediction modeling. The
predictive models are useful as model estimation results help find unsafe roadway and roadside
characteristics which in effect may act as a guideline for highway designers while designing
those characteristics for a new roadway or an existing one as part of a reconstruction project.
Also, crash prediction models help find expected number of crashes, for example, for an existing
roadway segment; higher expected crash number acts as an indicator for the traffic engineer to
take preventive measures to reduce the number of possible crash occurrences in future on that
roadway segment.
The increasing usage of automobile as a primary mode of transportation in the USA has
been prevalent in the post second world war era. Roadway design has evolved in the USA in
such a way that supports smooth and high speed flow of motor vehicles rather than serving both
motorized and non-motorized (walking, biking) modes of transportation. On the same note,
Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 championed for interstate highways to aid in fast and
uninterrupted movement of vehicles. Usage of interstates has been increasing since then
especially for long distance travel. According to the information from Federal Highway
1

Administration (2012), about one-third of the vehicle miles traveled (VMTs) in 2010 used the
interstate highway system. This interstate highway system is the backbone of the nation‟s
freeway network. Freeways are highway facilities that provide an unhindered flow of traffic with
no traffic signals or at-grade intersections. Entrance or exit to the freeway is only possible by the
ramps. Freeways have been vital in reducing travel time for long distance travelers. Conversely,
crashes occurring on freeways have been a major concern as high speed associated with freeway
crashes has potential to cause crashes with higher severities. Thus, predicting freeway segments
having higher crash occurrence probability has been an important area of research. The highway
safety manual (HSM) provides base crash prediction models for freeway segments, but they
recommend developing new models using local data before actual implementation or adjusting
the base model through calibration factors.
On the other hand, many USA States have been taking measures to encourage people to
use non-motorized (walking, biking) modes of transportation. Nagging traffic congestion
suffered on the major streets by the States like New York, New Jersey, California, etc. has been
eye-opener for other States together with these States toward planning for encouraging people to
using non-motorized modes of transportation to reach their job or nearby groceries. States like
New York, California, Massachusetts, and Oregon have already been successful in increasing the
usage of non-motorized modes of transportation. The reason behind patronizing non-motorized
vehicles is that biking, walking does not require any natural resources to be used. Also they do
not take as much space as is taken by a car. As a result, walking and biking have been increasing
in a decent rate in many States of the USA. And this is why pedestrian-vehicle interaction also
increases. There were 27,189 pedestrian fatalities during the period of 2005 to 2010 in the USA
which represents about 12 percent of all motor vehicle crash fatalities (231,668). Traffic Safety
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Facts of U.S. Department of Transportation reports that 4,280 pedestrians died in traffic crashes
in 2010 which is a 4-percent increase from the number reported in 2009 (NHTSA, 2012). Thus,
research related to pedestrian crashes has been important for traffic safety professionals. As
number of pedestrian crashes is, thankfully, a rare occasion and we could not observe them in the
field, so it is important to find out surrogate measures for pedestrian crashes to aid research in
this field. Surrogate measures are those which will reflect the increased probability of having
pedestrian crashes for an intersection. Pedestrian conflict counts are investigated as potential
surrogate measures for the pedestrian crash count.
Crash severity modeling is becoming more important when there is greater concern about
the consequences of crashes, such as fatalities, and serious injuries, rather than just the number of
crashes, including the property damage only crashes. Alongside crash severity modeling, how
the models are calculated is also important. For example, models that predict total crashes
cannot explain the differences of various collision types because underlying mechanisms of each
collision type differs, thus covariates affect crashes differently for different collision types.
Therefore, crash prediction modeling by collision type is now being used among the traffic
safety researchers. Collision types have strong relationship with crash severity, for example,
head-on collision and fixed object collisions are more likely to lead to serious injuries and
fatalities than side-swipe or rear-end collision. Thus, collision type itself can be a good predictor
variable for predicting crash severity. Collision types should be grouped in a way so that crash
severity distribution within the group is relatively homogeneous comparing with other groups.
Therefore, this is important to look for a preferred collision taxonomy that will improve
predicting crash severity.

3

1.2 OBJECTIVES
This research has three distinct objectives as discussed here.
i.

The first part of the research has two objectives: 1) to identify roadway and roadside
characteristics associated with pedestrian safety, defined by the occurrence of
pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and crashes, and 2) to investigate the extent to which
pedestrian – vehicle conflict counts can be used as a surrogate for crashes in
analyzing pedestrian safety.

ii.

The second part of the research focuses on developing safety performance functions
(SPFs) for freeways. Alongside developing SPFs we also investigate if there are any
underlying interactions between variables by including interaction terms in the
models.

iii.

The last part of the research investigates identifying a preferred collision typology
which will improve crash severity prediction for controlled access highways.

1.3 DISSERTATION OUTLINE
This dissertation has five chapters including the introduction chapter. The remainder of the
dissertation is organized as follows. The second chapter will consist of the paper titled
“Explaining Pedestrian Safety Experience at Urban and Suburban Street Crossings Considering
Observed Conflicts and Pedestrian Counts” published in the journal of Transportation Safety and
Security. This chapter introduces a surrogate measure for pedestrian crashes in roadway crossing.
Also it discusses effects of different roadway and roadside characteristics on pedestrian crashes
and conflicts.
The third chapter will discuss another paper entitled “Safety Performance Function for
Freeways Considering Interactions between Speed Limit and Geometric Variables”. This paper
4

also got published in the Transportation Research Record: Journal of the Transportation
Research Board. The fourth chapter will include another paper named “Selecting a Crash
Typology for Prediction of Crash Severity on Controlled Access Highways in Connecticut”. This
paper is currently under review for the publication in the Transportation Research Record:
Journal of the Transportation Research Board.
Conclusions and future research directions are discussed in the final chapter. A brief
review of the results and outcomes of this research has been discussed. Also limitation of the
research as well as a wide variety of future research directions has been discussed in this chapter.

5

*This Paper has been published in the Journal of Transportation Safety and Security

CHAPTER 2 EXPLAINING PEDESTRIAN SAFETY EXPERIENCE AT URBAN AND
SUBURBAN STREET CROSSINGS CONSIDERING OBSERVED CONFLICTS AND
PEDESTRIAN COUNTS
ABSTRACT
This paper presents an investigation of pedestrian conflicts and crash count models to learn
which exposure measures and roadway or roadside characteristics significantly influence
pedestrian safety at road crossings. Negative binomial (NB) and ordered proportional odds (PO)
technique were used to estimate pedestrian conflict count and severity models. Pedestrian counts
and conflicts data were collected at 100 locations throughout Connecticut. Pedestrian crash data
were collected from the Connecticut Crash Data Repository (CTCDR). The results show that
minor and serious conflicts are marginally significant in predicting total pedestrian crashes
together with crossing distance and building setback. This suggests that these conflicts may be a
good surrogate for crashes in analyzing pedestrian safety. Greater crossing distance and small
building setbacks are both found to be associated with larger numbers of pedestrian-vehicle
crashes. This latter effect is not expected, since we expect vehicle speeds to be lower in areas
where the building setback is small. This factor may account for the greater pedestrian activity
and more complex interactions in such areas. Further research aimed at identifying a minimum
length of time for accurate estimation of pedestrian volume and conflicts to relate to crashes is
the subject of continuing investigation by the authors.
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Crashes involving pedestrians are a serious problem in the USA, as in many countries. There
were 27,189 pedestrian fatalities during the period of 2005 to 2010 in the USA which represents
about 12 percent of all motor vehicle crash fatalities (231,668). Traffic Safety Facts of U.S.
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Department of Transportation reports that 4,280 pedestrians died in traffic crashes in 2010 which
is a 4-percent increase from the number reported in 2009 (NHTSA, 2012). Thus, providing a
safer environment for pedestrians to protect them from motor vehicle crashes remains a major
concern for traffic safety professionals.
Various studies have been performed to identify factors which affect pedestrian crashes
and severity. Many factors contribute to the frequency and severity of pedestrian crashes and
conflicts (Pasanen and Salmivaara, 1993; Garber and Lienau, 1996; Jensen, 1999; Klop and
Khattak, 1999; LaScala et al., 2000; Retting et al., 2003; Shankar and Mannering, 2003; Lee and
Abdel-Aty, 2005; Sze and Wong, 2007, Zegeer et al., 2008). For example, Garber and Lienau
(1996) found that the age of the pedestrian, location of the crash, the type of facility, the use of
alcohol, and the type of traffic control at the site are associated with pedestrian conflicts and the
likelihood of severe injury in motor vehicle crashes. This same study also found that pedestrian
involvement rates are significantly higher at locations within 150 feet of an intersection stop line.
Zajac and Ivan (2002) found similar results for roadway features and pedestrian characteristics
having significant correlation with pedestrian injury severity from their study on rural
Connecticut state-maintained highways. In addition, they also studied influence of area features
on pedestrian injury severity and found that villages, downtown fringe, and low-density
residential areas tend to experience higher pedestrian injury severity than downtown, compact
residential, and medium- and low-density commercial areas. As one would expect vehicle speed
is seen as a significant contributor to crash severity. According to a mathematical model, a speed
of 50 km/hour increases the risk of death almost eight-fold compared to a speed of 30 km/hour
(Pasanen and Salmivaara, 1996). Eluru et al. (2007) also found that higher speed limit leads to
crashes with higher injury severity levels.

7

Various studies also pointed out that pedestrian age plays a significant role in
determining severities of crashes. The older pedestrian lacks in the skill and abilities to get
around safely (Liss et al., 2005). Jensen (1999) found that elderly pedestrians, drunk pedestrians,
and pedestrian walking in darkness constitute 80 percent of the fatal pedestrian crashes in
Denmark. Mohamed et al. (2012) also found similar factors to influence the likelihood of fatal
pedestrian crashes. Wazana et al. (2000) found that children were at greater risk of having severe
injury crashes. In addition, they found that injury rate was 2.5 times higher on one-way streets
than on two-way street. Crash environment also affects crash severity as Klop and Khattak
(1999) found that rain, fog, or snow as well as dark environment increases injury severity.
Yasmin et al. (2013) also found that weather condition significantly affects injury severity in
their study of comparing ordered logit model, generalized ordered logit model, and latent
segmentation based ordered logit model for modeling pedestrian injury severity. It can be
concluded that severity of pedestrian crashes are mostly related with pedestrian characteristics,
vehicle characteristics, and crash environment and past studies successfully addressed these
factors in their studies of pedestrian crashes. But there is little literature found regarding whether
or not pedestrian-vehicle conflict itself can be correlated with various levels of pedestrian crash
severity. Garder (1989) used Traffic Conflicts Technique (procedure for the indirect
measurement of safety) to examine the risk to pedestrians and found that signalization of a highspeed (above 30 km/h) intersection reduces pedestrian safety to approximately half. Considering
the low occurrence rate of crash and conflict data, Svenson and Hyden (2005) discussed a
framework which would include normal road user behavior to extend the traffic safety
assessment concept.
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This paper describes an investigation of how roadway and roadside characteristics are
associated with pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and crashes at various levels of severity, and also the
extent to which pedestrian-vehicle conflicts are associated with crashes. The focus is on
characteristics associated with the land development patterns and place-making, such as roadway
width, presence of parking, sidewalks, building setbacks, and pedestrian refuge islands.
Observational data were collected from 100 pedestrian crossings throughout Connecticut. A
variation of the Swedish conflict technique was used for observing conflicts between pedestrian
and vehicles in each location. Traffic data and crash data were collected from the Connecticut
Department of Transportation (ConnDOT) and Connecticut Crash Data Repository (CTCDR)
respectively.
Negative binomial count models for crash predictions were estimated using the SAS
software (SAS v9.3, 2002) to identify which roadway characteristics and exposure measures are
most strongly associated with pedestrian crashes and severity. It was expected that conflicts
counts would be associated with crash counts so that conflicts could be a good surrogate
measures for crash. Also some of the intuitive results were expected such as longer crossing
distance would be associated with increased pedestrians crashes or conflicts as pedestrians are
exposed to danger for longer period of time.
2.2 STUDY DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION
2.2.1 Conflict Observation
Conflicts between pedestrians and vehicles at each location were observed using a variation of
the Swedish Traffic Conflict Technique (TCT) (Hyden, 1987). The Swedish TCT is very easy to
use and does not require any complicated equipment, so that with a few days of training an
observer is ready to carry out observations. For this modified Swedish TCT, pedestrian passages
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through the crossings were categorized into four types: Undisturbed passages, Potential conflicts,
Minor (slight) conflicts, and Serious conflicts. Conflict data were collected for periods ranging
from one to six hours at each location, with the observation period varying due to rain, unusual
local events, and low pedestrian volumes. All observations were made between the hours of 8:00
AM and 5:20 PM and in daylight conditions. Easy to use observation sheets were used for
recording the four types of pedestrian crossings through the intersections, which are defined in
more detail as follows.
2.2.1.1Undisturbed Passages
This means that the pedestrians cross the intersection without having any possibility of getting in
collision with vehicles. One example of this happening is when vehicles are stopped at a red
signal and a pedestrian crosses the street, or when a pedestrian crosses an uncontrolled crosswalk
with no vehicles in the vicinity. Any pedestrian crossing the street without having any moving
vehicles in the vicinity is considered an undisturbed passage.
2.2.1.2Potential Conflicts (PC)
This type of passage does not rise to the level of a conflict, in that there was a relatively low
likelihood of a collision occurring. There was, however, some low level interaction between the
pedestrian and a vehicle. For example, the vehicle may have been slowing to a stop as the
pedestrian crossed the street.
2.2.1.3Minor Conflict (MC)
A minor conflict occurs when there was a chance of a collision between the pedestrian and a
vehicle. During a minor conflict, vehicle speed is usually slow which allows the driver to
maneuver out of pedestrian‟s path or come to a quick stop if that is required to avoid hitting the
pedestrian in the crosswalk. The vehicle normally would stop a few feet away from the
pedestrian during a minor conflict. This type of conflict would likely not result in a fatality if it
10

were to turn into a collision because of the slow speed of the moving vehicle. Also the pedestrian
has enough time to react since the vehicle is moving at a slower speed.
2.2.1.4Serious Conflict (SC)
This is the case when a pedestrian and a vehicle are on a collision course with very late evasive
action taken to avoid the collision. This is very close to an actual collision. In a serious conflict, a
vehicle must make a strong evasive action in order to avoid a collision with a pedestrian, or a
pedestrian must make an erratic, unplanned movement (e.g., jumping back onto the sidewalk or
springing out of the vehicle‟s path) in order to avoid a collision with a vehicle. This type of
incident is very rare among the interactions observed in this study.
2.2.2 Location Characteristics
We selected 100 pedestrian crossings throughout Connecticut for collecting observational data to
represent ranges of values for each of several road characteristics that were considered to be
potentially associated with the occurrence of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and collisions. This
section describes these location characteristics.
2.2.2.1Crossing Type
Three types of crossing were observed: type 1 - midblock crosswalks, type 3 – 3 leg
intersections, and type 4 – 4 leg intersections. Only 3 of the 8 midblock locations have traffic
signals. Midblock locations were selected for observations as they tend to confuse the driver and
the pedestrians, as in some cases, sometime both of them might think they have the right of way.
2.2.2.2Traffic Control
We defined two types of traffic control - „signal‟ and „no-signal‟. At signalized intersections
there is less possibility of pedestrian/vehicle interactions if both obey the traffic signal. However,
in some cases vehicles or pedestrians disregard the traffic control, creating the possibility of a
serious conflict or a crash. In non-signalized locations, vehicles may be required to stop for
11

pedestrians, or yield to pedestrians, or pedestrians may be required to yield to vehicles. As there
is less control over vehicles in this type of location, pedestrian crossing can be more hazardous.
Gitleman et al. (2012) found that both fatal and non-fatal pedestrian injuries were associated with
non-signalized crosswalks. Also some drivers may travel slowly while approaching these nonsignalized intersections due to interactions with pedestrians and other vehicles. These low
vehicle speeds would be beneficial for pedestrian crossings as the car would have more time to
stop for crossing pedestrians.
2.2.2.3Speed Limit
As observing actual speed of the vehicles was beyond the scope of the project, speed limit in
miles per hour has been used for the analysis. Pedestrian crossing is expected to be safe at the
locations with lower speed limit as it is easy for the pedestrian to react when vehicles are at low
speed. Higher vehicle speeds are expected to be associated at least with greater pedestrian crash
severity, if not also greater numbers of pedestrian crashes. Ballesteros et al. (2004) found that the
vehicle–pedestrian impact velocity was the key factor in the most severe body injury to the
pedestrian.
2.2.2.4Median/Island
A median or pedestrian refuge in the middle of a crossing may sometimes act positively for the
pedestrians as it provides a safe area for pedestrians to wait when crossing wide intersections and
requires them to wait for gaps in only one direction at a time. A median may also act negatively
for pedestrians as it separates the flow of traffic which may cause drivers to approach the
intersection at greater speeds because they feel safer knowing that the opposing lane is physically
separated. This increase in speed could prove hazardous to pedestrians crossing the street. One
study in Ghana found straight and flat roads without medians as unsafe for pedestrians (Aidoo et
al., 2013)
12

2.2.2.5Crossing Distance
A longer crossing distance requires more time for the pedestrian to cross the street putting
him/her in danger for a longer time, potentially increasing the risk of a crash.
2.2.2.6 Number of lanes
Number of lanes is similar to crossing distance, but gives some extra information. For example, a
crossing 40 feet wide may be either one or two lanes traveling in each direction. More lanes of
traffic imply more vehicles to which the pedestrians must pay attention to when choosing gaps
for crossing the street. There is also the multiple-threat risk when a driver thinks that someone in
a parallel lane will not yield to the pedestrian.
2.2.2.7On street parking
On street parking may create a visual barrier between a pedestrian and a driver, thus creating a
possible conflict between them. On the other hand, on street parking is known to cause drivers to
travel slower (Hansen et al., 2007) which may be beneficial for the pedestrian crossing as noted
above for speed limit.
2.2.2.8 Building setback
This is the relative distance at which buildings are located from the edge of the road. We defined
three types of setback – small, medium, and large (Hansen et al., 2007). A small setback is when
the buildings begin at the outer edge of the sidewalk, or within 15 feet of the edge of the road.
There were very few cases with „large‟ setback, so they were combined with the “medium”
setbacks into a category including all observations other than those with small setbacks.
2.2.3 Vehicle and Pedestrian Volumes
The vehicular traffic volume is another important piece of information for pedestrian crash
analysis as it helps us determine the exposure to risk that pedestrians are facing when they cross
the road. AADT data was collected from ConnDOT. Further, for conflict analysis to be
13

consistent, it was necessary to calculate traffic data for the time period in which observations
were done at each location. The latest available hourly traffic counts for each observational time

~
period ( Vc ) were collected from ConnDOT. Because these counts were not on the same day as
the observations were made, we adjusted them using seasonal factors provided by ConnDOT‟s
Traffic Monitoring and Data Analysis section. The traffic volume for the time period when our
observations were done was estimated as follows:
~
~  Vc
Vo 
V
 c

 V

 F
 o





Where,
~
Vo =Traffic volume for the desired time period on the day of the conflict observations
Fo = Factors for expanding 24-hr traffic counts to the AADT for the day of the conflict

observations
V = AADT for the observation location

Vc = Average daily traffic (ADT) on the day of the traffic count for the observation location

To illustrate the procedure, consider the following intersection. The observational time
period was 8:00AM to 1:00PM on a Saturday in May, 2012. The following information was

~
collected for this intersection: V = 19,900, Vc = 21,222, Vc = 5,854, and the Fo value for urban
~
streets on Saturdays in May is 1.04. Thus Vo is calculated to be:
~  5,854  19,900 
Vo  

  5,278
 21,222  1.04 

In order to perform the crash analysis, it was necessary to convert the pedestrian counts
observed during our observation time periods to a comparable Annual Average Daily Pedestrian
Volume (AADPV). This AADPV was calculated under the assumption that pedestrian volumes
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vary throughout the day and the year in the same way as the vehicle volume. While this may not
be an accurate assumption, it is the best approach available for this analysis. The following
formula was used:
P
AADPV  AADT * ~ , Where P is the total pedestrian during the observed time period.
Vo

So for the same location as above, AADPV was estimated as,
AADPV  19,900 *

923
 3,480
5,278

Where, P = Undisturbed passages + Potential conflicts + Minor conflicts + Serious conflicts =
908 + 9 + 4 + 1 = 923.
2.2.4 Assembly of Data Set
Pedestrian crash data for the latest available three years (2009, 2008, and 2007) at all 100
observation locations were collected from the Connecticut Crash Data Repository (CTCDR), a
web tool housed by the University of Connecticut for the State of Connecticut. This data
repository provides access to information from crash reports generated by state and local police.
The CTCDR is comprised of crash data from two separate sources; the Department of Public
Safety (DPS) and the Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT). From the
repository, pedestrian crash data with different level of severity (K=fatal injury,
A=incapacitating injury, B=non-incapacitating evident injury, C=possible injury, N=no injury)
was collected for the observation locations. Crashes involving pedestrians and occurring within
150 feet from the pedestrian crosswalk were included in the dataset.
Descriptive statistics of the continuous variables used are shown in Table 2-1. This table
reports the values of the mean, medium, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation for the
variables. For example, mean value for KABCN crash category is 0.65 which indicates the mean
15

number of pedestrian crashes per crossing for the three year time period. The Frequency
distribution for the binary and discrete variables and highest crash severity at location is reported
in Table 2-2.
Table 2-1 Descriptive Statistics of Continuous Variables
Variable

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

KA
B
CN
KAB
KABCN
PC
MC
SC
Hours of Observation
Crossing Distance
~
Natural log (Vehicle Volume, Vo )
Natural log (Pedestrian Volume, P)
 3 yearAADT 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPV 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPC 
ln 

10 4



0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
25
5.9
3.555

2
3
3
3
5
225
48
6
6
120
9.491
8.182

0
0
0
0
0
11.5
3
0
4
53.5
8.293
5.751

0.09
0.3
0.26
0.39
0.65
18.97
5.09
0.26
4.033
56.24
8.212
5.837

Std
Dev
0.321
0.644
0.676
0.737
1.14
27.297
7.097
0.733
1.448
17.504
0.741
1.016

1.155

3.943

2.857

2.788

0.559

-2.305

2.429

0.465

0.413

1.076

-8.277

4.033

1.823

1.5

1.456
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Table 2-2 Frequency Distribution for Categorical Variables
Variables
Highest Crash Severity at Location

Setback
Type of Crossing

Day of The Week

Weather
Traffic Control
Median/Islands
On Street Parking
Speed Limit
3-leg crossing
4-leg crossing
Mid-block

Levels
None
CN
B
KA
Small
Medium/Large
Mid-block/3-leg
4-leg
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Rain
Cloudy
Sunny
No signal
Signal
No
Yes
No
Yes
25 mph
30 mph or more
No traffic signal
Traffic signal
No traffic signal
Traffic signal
No traffic signal
Traffic signal

Frequencies
65
9
18
8
71
29
42
58
5
4
19
21
42
9
10
15
75
18
82
86
14
41
59
73
27
4
54
9
25
5
3

2.3 METHODOLOGY
2.3.1 Analysis Framework
This study has two objectives: 1) to identify roadway and roadside characteristics associated with
pedestrian safety, defined by the occurrence of pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and crashes, and 2) to
investigate the extent to which pedestrian – vehicle conflict counts can be used as a surrogate for
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crashes in analyzing pedestrian safety. For both objectives we estimated models for predicting
counts of pedestrian – vehicle conflicts and crashes. We also estimated models of pedestrian
crash severity. The following sections describe the statistical methods used.
2.3.2 Crash and Conflict Count Modeling
Various types of statistical models have been developed and tested recently for modeling
highway crash counts. Recently Castro et al. (2011) proposed a reformulation of count models as
a special case of generalized ordered-response models in which a single latent continuous
variable is partitioned into mutually exclusive intervals. Also more recently Narayanamoorthy et
al. (2013) proposed a new spatial multivariate count model to jointly analyze the traffic crashrelated counts of pedestrians and bicyclists by injury severity. The general consensus among
crash modeling researchers is that the negative binomial distribution provides the best
distribution for modeling crash counts due to its ability to capture the commonly observed
overdispersion in crash count data (Usman et al., 2011; Miaou, 1994). Negative binomial
modeling was used for modeling pedestrian crash counts at different levels of severity using
various measures of exposure, including pedestrian – vehicle interactions and road characteristics
as predictors.
Let Yi be a response variable which is crash or conflict count in our case. Then Yi ~
NB(µi,k), with probability distribution function given by:

( yi  1 / k )(k i ) yi
f ( yi ) 
( yi  1)(1 / k )(1  k i ) yi 1 / k
where µi is the mean;
k is overdispersion parameter;

Var (Yi )   i  k i .
2
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The model equation for linear predictor is given as follows (Dobson, 1990):

 
log(  i )  xi' 
Estimated values of the mean response variable are given by:
 ' ˆ

ˆ i  e x 
i

where ̂ i is the estimated mean of the response in the ith observation; i=1, …,n, n – number of
̂

observations; xi' is a fixed vector of explanatory variables;  is the Maximum Likelihood


Estimator (MLE) of  .

2.3.3 Crash Severity Modeling
We used the proportional-odds (PO) model for severity analysis where each location is assigned
to the severity category (None, CN, B, KA) according to the most intense (highest severity) crash
that had occurred during 3-year period. This model is a class of generalized linear models used
for modeling response variable that has multiple levels (more than two) as a function of discrete
or continuous covariates.
Let

ordinal levels and let pij  P(Yi  j | x) be the

be a response variable with

cumulative response probability given a vector of explanatory variables . The proportional-odds
model is linear logistic model in which the intercepts depend on , but the slopes are all equal.
The model equation for linear predictor is the following:

(

)

which is estimated by:
̂
( )

̂

̂
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where  j and  are the MLEs of  j and  . Put differently, the estimated cumulative

probabilities are given by:


pij 

1

1 e



( j  xi )


where pij is the set of estimated cumulative probabilities;

j = 1, …, k, k – number of ordinal levels for response variable;
i = 1, …, n, n – number of observations;

x i is the vector of model covariates;

 j is the estimated intercept for response variable on level ;

̂ is the estimated vector of model regression coefficients.
2.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three different analyses were performed to satisfy the objectives of the paper:


Modeling pedestrian conflict with pedestrian and vehicle volumes or potential conflicts
as exposure, and including all roadway and roadside characteristics as potential predictors
variables,



Modeling different levels of crash severity with pedestrian and vehicle volumes, minor
and serious conflicts, or potential conflicts as exposure, and including all roadway and
roadside characteristics as potential predictor variables,



Modeling highest severity at a location, including all volumes and roadway and roadside
characteristics as potential predictor variables.

Table 2-3 shows the exposure measures used for different models.
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Table 2-3 Exposures Measures for Different Models
Models

Pedestrian Conflict

Crash Severity

Highest Crash Severity at
Location

Exposure Measures

Potential Conflict, PC
Pedestrian Volume, P
~
Vehicle Volume, Vo
AADPC
AADMSC
AADT
AADPV
AADPC
AADMSC
AADT
AADPV

This section describes three different analysis methods and the results we found. For all of our
statistical tests we used a 90 percent level of confidence to test for significance. For this study we
have 100 locations and we used 90 percent confidence level instead of traditional 95 percent to
identify important predictor variables.
2.4.1 Pedestrian Conflict Count Models
Models for minor and serious pedestrian conflicts (MSC) were estimated using two distinct
exposure measures – i) potential conflicts (PC) and ii) observed pedestrian counts (P) and
~
estimated traffic volume ( Vo ) – in conjunction with other relevant variables (crossing distance,

weather, intersection type, setback, traffic control, median/island, on street parking, speed limit,
and day of the week). Table 2-4 presents the results of the best models with each exposure
measure. The table also includes values of dispersion parameter, deviance, Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) (a measure of relative goodness-of-fit for a statistical model), AICC (the
corrected version of AIC for small sample size), and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC).
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From the results, it is observed that when potential conflict (PC) was used as the exposure
measure, intersection type was the only significant variable together with day of the week
(Thursday). If pedestrian count and traffic volume are used, no road characteristics or other
variables except days of the week (Wednesday and Thursday) were significant. But in both
cases, exposure measures were significant in predicting MSC. In terms of goodness-of-fit
criteria, the pedestrian and vehicle volume model has better fit as it has smaller AIC and BIC
values. The exposure measures explain most of the variation in estimating pedestrian conflict.
Day of week may capture driver and/or pedestrian behavioral differences or possibly differences
that are artifacts of observational logistics.
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Table 2-4 Model Estimation Results for Predicting Minor and Serious Conflicts
Predictors
Intercept

Natural log (PC)

Model 1
-1.3500
(0.0001)a
[-2.0403,-0.6597]b
0.8143
(<.0001)
[0.5955,1.0330]

0.4841
(<.0001)
[0.2903,0.6778]
0.3102
(0.0481)
[0.0025,0.6179]

Natural log (P)
~
Natural log ( Vo )

Intersection Type
4-leg
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Saturday
Dispersion
Deviance/DF
Log Likelihood
AIC
AICC
BIC
a
b

Model 2
-4.2608
(0.0017)
[-6.9201,-1.6014]

0.6159
(0.0020)
[0.2249,1.0070]
0.3373
(0.4103)
[-0.4656,1.1403]
0.4610
(0.3327)
[-0.4717,1.3936]
0.3596
(0.1539)
[-0.1346,0.8539]
0.5023
(0.0387)
[0.0261,0.9785]
-0.2979
(0.4343)
[-1.0447,0.4489]
0.5216
[0.3322,0.8190]
1.2556
560.9139
493.0853
495.0853
516.5319

0.6345
(0.1617)
[-0.2542,1.5232]
0.7890
(0.1140)
[-0.1895,1.7676]
0.8761
(0.0013)
[0.3405,1.4117]
0.4761
(0.0739)
[-0.0459,0.9981]
-0.3372
(0.4169)
[-1.1514,0.4770]
0.7250
[0.4899,1.0728]
1.2358
605.0079
525.4551
527.4551
548.9016

indicates P-value
indicates Wald‟s 90 percent confidence interval
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2.4.2 Pedestrian Crash Count Models
Crash prediction models were estimated for two different levels of crash severity: i) KABCN (all
pedestrian crashes together), and ii) KAB (crashes with K, A, and B severity). The following
exposure measures were considered: i) Annual average daily traffic (AADT) along with Annual
average daily pedestrian volume (AADPV), ii) Annual average daily potential conflict
(AADPC), and iii) Annual average daily minor and serious conflicts (AADMSC). AADPC and
AADMSC are calculated the same way as AADPV as described earlier. Including the conflict
values as exposure allowed us to investigate the association between conflicts and crashes, in
order to satisfy the second objective of investigating whether or not conflicts can be used as
surrogates for crashes. Pedestrian and vehicular volumes account for the potential effects of both
the pedestrian and vehicle traffic intensity at the location on crash incidence.
All of these exposure variables were multiplied by the number of days in the period for
which crashes were collected, that is, three years times 365 days per year. These variables were
also scaled by 104 (in the case of conflicts) or 106 (for the vehicle and pedestrian counts)
considering their relatively large values. Some cases had no observed conflicts, so those values
were incremented by 1 across the board to avoid instances of zeros in the dataset which were
problematic for taking natural logs.
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Table 2-5 Model Estimation Results for Predicting KABCN
Predictors
Intercept
 3 yearAADPC 
ln 

10 4



Model 1
-2.5976
(<.0001)
[3.6774,-1.5178]
0.2035
( 0.2428)
[-0.0831, 0.4900]

Model 2
-2.3944
(<.0001)
[-3.3707,-1.4181]

0.2218
( 0.1318)
[ -0.0203, 0.4639]

 3 yearAADMSC 
ln 

10 4


 3 yearAADT 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPV 
ln 

10 6



Crossing distance

Setback
Dispersion
Deviance/DF
Log Likelihood
AIC
AICC
BIC

Model 3
-4.2912
(<.0001)
[-5.9496,-2.6328]

0.0334
( 0.0001)
[ 0.0192, 0.0476]
-2.9955
( 0.0034)
[-4.6777,-1.3132]
0.4263
[ 0.1372, 1.3251]
0.7764
-60.0958
188.6537
189.2920
201.6796

0.0334
( 0.0001)
[0.0193,0.0476]
-3.0157
(0.0032)
[-4.6995,-1.3320]
0.4111
[0.1300,1.2997]
0.7731
-59.6571
187.7764
188.4147
200.8022

0.9492
(0.0114)
[0.3319,1.5665]
0.1391
(0.3148)
[-0.0885,0.3667]
0.0195
(0.0319)
[0.0046,0.0345]
-2.9468
( 0.0039)
[-4.6239,-1.2696]
0.2473
[0.0492,1.2429]
0.7721
-55.9206
182.3035
183.2067
197.9345
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Table 2-6 Model Estimation Results for Predicting Fatal, Life-Threatening And Non-LifeThreatening Visible Injury (KAB) Crashes
Predictors

Model 1

Intercept

-2.7837
(.0001)
[-3.9684,-1.5989]

 3 yearAADPC 
ln 

10 4



0.2378
(0.2293)
[-0.0876,0.5631]

Model 2
-2.5036
(<.0001)
[-3.5422,-1.4649]

0.2291
(0.1628)
[-0.0409,0.4990]

 3 yearAADMSC 
ln 

10 4


 3 yearAADT 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPV 
ln 

10 6



Crossing distance

Setback
Dispersion
Deviance/DF
Log Likelihood
AIC
AICC
BIC

Model 3
-3.9925
(0.0004)
[-5.8521,-2.1329]

0.0274
( 0.0029)
[0.0123,0.0426]
-2.5204
(0.0138)
[-4.2032,-0.8377]
0.2296
[0.0113,4.6757]
0.7452
-59.5997
148.8430
149.4813
161.8689

0.0271
( 0.0027)
[0.0123,0.0420]
-2.5257
(0.0134)
[-4.2054,-0.8461]
0.1987
[0.0066,6.0047]
0.7509
-59.4019
148.4474
149.0857
161.4733

0.7557
(0.0805)
[0.0446,1.4668]
0.0622
(0.7078)
[-0.2106,0.3349]
0.0172
(0.0981)
[0.0001,0.0342]
-2.5008
(0.0143)
[-4.1806,-0.8211]
0.1328
[0.0010,17.6296]
0.7593
-58.3744
148.3925
149.2957
164.0235

Tables 2-5 and Table 2-6 show the estimation results for the KABCN and KAB models,
respectively. Initially, full models were estimated using different exposure measures and road or
roadside characteristics (crossing distance, setback, speed limit, traffic control, median/islands,
and on street parking). The tables show only significant variables together with exposure
measures as well as some statistics for comparing goodness-of-fit among models. For modeling
KABCN crashes, we have 65 locations with no KABCN crash, 21 locations with 1 crash, 4
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locations with 2 crashes, 5 locations with 3 crashes, 4 locations with 4 crashes and 1 location
with 5 crashes. And for modeling KAB crashes, we have 74 locations with no crash, 15 locations
with 1 crash, 9 locations with 2 crash, and 2 locations with 3 crashes. Both tables also show
deviance per degree of freedom (DF) values and we find that for KABCN and KAB models, the
value is about 0.75 (close to 1) which implies that the model fits the data well (Spiegelman et al.,
2011).
As can be seen from Table 2-5, minor and serious conflicts, potential conflicts, and
pedestrian volumes are not significant, although minor and serious conflicts when predicting
KABCN have a significance level of just over 13 percent. For predicting both crash severities,
AADT is the only exposure measure found to be significant. In both models, crossing distance
and building setbacks are found to be significant. Parameter estimates for crossing distance have
positive sign, indicating that crash counts increase with longer crossing distance. Parameter
estimates for building setback have a negative sign which means larger building setback is
associated with less number of crashes.
The minor and serious conflict count, which is found to be marginally significant in the
KABCN model, thus has potential as a surrogate for pedestrian crashes in conjunction with other
road characteristics – in this case crossing distance and building setback. The positive sign on
crossing distance parameter estimates is expected as longer crossing distance means pedestrians
are more exposed to danger, so we would expect great risk of crashes. We note that
median/island is not significant for predicting any of the crash count levels, most likely because
there were only 14 locations with such features, and physical design varied substantially from
one to another. Most notably, not all were designed to accommodate or facilitate pedestrian
crossing.
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On the other hand, the negative sign on the building setback parameter estimates is the
opposite of what we originally had expected. Vehicle speeds are known to be higher with
medium and large building setbacks (Hansen et al., 2007), so we would expect higher vehicle
speeds to also be associated with more pedestrian crashes. We note that the locations with small
setbacks are all in downtown type areas, where the pedestrian volumes are higher. Also we
observe that the pedestrian volume coefficient was not significant in the crash count models,
probably because our pedestrian counts were extrapolated to three years from counts of several
hours. Therefore, it is possible that building setback is acting as a surrogate for the actual
pedestrian count rather than reflecting a physical association with crash risk.
2.4.3 Conflicts Counts as Surrogate Measure for Crashes
We find from the model estimation results of Table 2-5 and Table 2-6 that minor and serious
conflicts counts have P-value of 0.1628 and 0.1318 respectively for predicting KAB and
KABCN crashes. Both P-values are found to be close to significance level which is 0.10. To
investigate more whether minor and serious conflicts can be used as surrogate measure for
crashes, we estimated negative binomial models for predicting crashes using conflicts as the only
predictor variable. Table 2-7 shows the model estimation results. From the results we find that Pvalue reduces from 0.1628 to 0.1194 for KAB models and from 0.1318 to 0.1116 for KABCN
model which indicate more association between conflicts counts and crashes. This suggests that
these conflicts can be a good surrogate measure for pedestrian crashes in analyzing pedestrian
safety. Observing conflicts over a longer time period would likely increase the significance of
this relationship.
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Table 2-7 Model Estimation Results for Predicting KAB And KABCN Crashes Using
Conflict Counts Only
Predictors
Intercept

 3 yearAADMSC 
ln 

10 4


Dispersion
Deviance/DF
Log Likelihood
AIC
AICC
BIC

Predicting KAB
Crash Count
-1.1557
(<0.0001)
[-1.5590,-0.7524]
0.2962
(0.1194)
[-0.0167,0.6090]
1.1774
[0.4021,3.4478]
0.7576
-71.3320
168.3077
168.5577
176.1232

Predicting Total
Crash Count
-0.6360
(0.0040)
[-0.9992,-0.2729]
0.2898
(0.1116)
[-0.0098,0.5893]
1.6312
[0.8694,3.0605]
0.8288
-79.0689
222.5999
222.8499
230.4154

2.4.4 Predicting Highest Crash Severity at a Location
We considered predicting highest crash severity at a location because the known effect of
building setback is related to vehicle speeds, it is possible that the effect of building setback
related to pedestrian safety is on the severity of crashes experienced, rather than the crash count.
Therefore, we estimated models for predicting the highest crash severity at each location using
different exposure measures for modeling crashes along with all of the roadway and roadside
characteristics as potential predictors. For this analysis, each location was assigned to the
severity level None, CN, B, and KA according to the most severe pedestrian crash that occurred
during the three years period (with “None” indicating no crash having occurred). Table 2-8
shows the model estimation results. Again, pedestrian volume is not significant, but crossing
distance and setback are significant in the same ways as for the crash count models. Thus, we
draw the same conclusion as was made for the counts models that building setback is likely
acting as a surrogate for the actual pedestrian count.
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Table 2-8 Model Estimation Results for Predicting Highest Crash Severity at a Location
Predictors
Intercept KA

Intercept B

Intercept CN

Model 1
-6.4658
(<.0001)
[-8.3898,-4.5417]
-4.8192
(<.0001)
[-6.5787,-3.0598]
-4.2616
(<.0001)
[-5.9776,-2.5456]

Model 2
-6.5393
(<.0001)
[-8.4304,-4.6483]
-4.8788
(<.0001)
[-6.5976,-3.1599]
-4.3068
(<.0001)
[-5.9796,-2.6340]

 3yearAADT 
Log 

10 6


 3yearAADPV 

Log
106


 3yearAADPC 

Log
104



0.0488
(0.8348)
[-0.3365,0.4342]

 3yearAADMSC 
Log 

10 4


Crossing distance

Setback
AIC
SC
-2 Log L

Model 3
-8.8578
(<.0001)
[-11.7762,-5.9394]
-7.1802
(<.0001)
[-9.9475,-4.4129]
-6.5909
(<.0001)
[-9.3132,-3.8686]
1.1575
(0.0506)
[0.1836,2.1313]
0.0483
(0.8270)
[-0.3148,0.4113]

0.0428
( 0.0020)
[ 0.0201, 0.0656]
-1.5901
( 0.0027)
[-2.4609,-0.7193]
180.277
195.908
168.277

0.2732
(0.2162)
[-0.0902,0.6367]
0.0418
(0.0026)
[0.0189,0.0646]
-1.6058
(0.0025)
[-2.4800,-0.7317]
178.860
194.491
166.860

0.0263
(0.1014)
[-0.00011,0.0526]
-1.6223
(0.0024)
[-2.5016,-0.7430]
177.487
195.723
163.487

The AIC value in Table 2-8 indicates that the pedestrian and traffic volume model
(Model 3) has better goodness-of-fit comparing with the other two models. Figures 2.1 through
2.3 depict the predicted severity probabilities for this model.
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Figure 2.1 Predicted Cumulative Probabilities by AADT for the Highest Crash Severity at
a Location

We observe from Figure 2.1 that with an increase in traffic volume, probability for the
location to be in a higher severity category also increases. Holding Building Setback to be small,
 3yearAADPV 
 to be 0.413 and Crossing Distance to be 56.24, we can conclude the
Log
106



following:


when the traffic volume is small, it is more likely to observe locations with no pedestrian
crashes (severity level = None) than locations with crashes;
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with the increase in traffic volume we can notice increase in probability for locations to
have pedestrian crashes (for all three highest severity categories KA, B and CN) and
decreasing probability to observe locations with no crashes;



with the large traffic volume, it is more likely to observe locations with pedestrian
crashes (all severity categories) than locations with no crashes.

Figure 2.2 Predicted Cumulative Probabilities by AADPV for the Highest Crash Severity
at a Location
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On the other hand, from the Figure 2.2 we see little effect for pedestrian volume on the
probability of higher severity for pedestrian crashes. Here Building Setback is held to be small

 3yearAADT 
(Setback=0), Crossing Distance to be 56.24 and Log 
 to be 2.788.
10 6



Figure 2.3 Predicted Cumulative Probabilities by Crossing Distance for the Highest Crash
Severity at a Location
From Figure 2-3, as crossing distance increases we observe an increase in probability for
the location to be in the higher severity categories. Holding Building Setback to be small
(Setback=0),

 3yearAADPV 
 3yearAADT 
 to be 0.413 and Log 
Log
 to be 2.788, we can
6
10
10 6





conclude the following:
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when the Crossing Distance is small, it is more likely to observe locations with no
pedestrian crashes (None severity category) than locations with crashes;



with the increase of Crossing Distance we can notice significant increase in probability
for locations to have pedestrian crashes (for all three highest severity categories KA, B
and CN) and decreasing probability to observe locations with no crashes;



with the long Crossing Distance, it is more likely to observe locations with pedestrian
crashes (all severity categories) than locations with no crashes.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS
This study has focused on estimating and evaluating models of conflicts and crash count to
investigate which road characteristics and exposure measures are associated with the safety of
pedestrian crossing at road intersections and mid-blocks. From the analysis results we found that
minor and serious conflicts were marginally significant for predicting total pedestrian crashes
along with crossing distance and building setback. Also more significant results were found from
the crash count models using minor and serious conflicts as the only predictor variables. This
suggests that these conflicts can be a good surrogate for crashes in analyzing pedestrian safety.
Observing conflicts over a longer time period would likely increase the significance of this
relationship.
The positive parameter estimate for crossing distance in the crash count models means
longer crossing distance is associated with increased occurrence of pedestrian crashes. To reduce
pedestrian crashes at such locations, it is suggested that measures should be taken to reduce the
crossing distance where it is large. This can be done using curb extensions, reducing curb return
radii or by installing pedestrian refuge islands specifically designed to accommodate pedestrians.
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It was originally expected that large setbacks, which allow drivers to travel faster, would
be associated with increased pedestrian crashes. However, model results suggest otherwise as
setback coefficients were found to be negative in count as well as severity models. This may
actually be an artifact of the data set. Locations with small setback are all in downtown areas
where the pedestrian volumes and the general complexity of the street environments are higher,
such that drivers are more alert and they proceed slower with frequent stops. Thus, setback may
act as an indicator of pedestrian volume.
It has been noted that pedestrian volume was not significant in any of the count models,
and locations with small setback are all in downtown type areas. It may very well be that setback
is acting as a surrogate for the actual pedestrian counts. We would expect that more significant
results could be experienced by observing pedestrian and vehicle volumes and conflicts over
longer periods of time. Sixteen locations in our study were observed for less than three hours,
and none for more than six hours. Further research could be aimed at identifying a minimum
length of time for accurate estimation of pedestrian volume and conflicts to relate to crashes. The
authors are undertaking a follow up to this study in which we are investigating the extent to
which- and the contexts in which- observations of pedestrians-vehicle conflicts are good
predictors for the actual crash severity distribution.
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CHAPTER 3 SAFETY PERFORMANCE FUNCTION FOR FREEWAYS
CONSIDERING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN SPEED LIMIT AND GEOMETRIC
VARIABLES

ABSTRACT
Safety performance functions (SPFs) are crash prediction models which quantitatively relate
expected number of crash counts with traffic volume and roadway and roadside geometries.
Thus, it helps traffic safety officials identify unsafe locations and take appropriate counteractive
measures. This paper presents a study where we assembled crash and roadway geometry data of
freeways (only interstate highway data were used for this study) in the State of Connecticut for
developing SPFs. Models were estimated separately for single vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes.
Also total and fatal/injury crashes were considered for model estimation for both single and
multi-vehicle crashes. For each crash category, three different model estimations were performed
using negative binomial distribution, namely models using all geometric variables, model using
speed limit only, and models using interaction between speed limit and roadway geometric
variables. Best models were selected for each crash category comparing goodness-of-fit measure
Akaike information criterion (AIC). Interaction models were found to be the best models for all
crash categories. This finding suggests the importance of incorporating interaction effect
between variables, in particular between speed limit and geometric variables such as number of
lanes, shoulder width, and median type, during crash prediction model estimation.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
Roadway design has evolved in the USA in such a way that supports smooth and high speed
flow of motor vehicles rather than serving both motorized and non-motorized (walking, biking)
modes of transportation. On the same note, Federal Aid Highway Act of 1956 championed for
interstate highways to aid in fast and uninterrupted movement of vehicles. Usage of the
interstates has been increasing since then especially for long distance travel. According to the
information from Federal Highway Administration (2012), about one-third of the vehicle miles
traveled (VMTs) in 2010 used the interstate highway system (1). This interstate highway system
is the backbone of the nation‟s freeway network. Freeways are highway facilities that provide an
unhindered flow of traffic with no traffic signals or at-grade intersections. Entrance or exit to the
freeway is only possible by the ramps. Freeways have been vital in reducing travel time for long
distance travelers. Conversely, crashes occurring on freeways have been a major concern as high
speed associated with freeway crashes has potential to cause crashes with higher severities. Thus,
detecting freeway segments having higher crash occurrence probability has been an important
area of research.
Crash prediction models, commonly known as Safety Performance Functions (SPFs),
assist in finding locations with more crash occurrence probability. The Highway Safety Manual
(HSM) that was published in 2010 by the American Association of State and Highway
Transportation Officials (AASHTO) provides SPFs for different types of facilities such as fourlegged signalized intersections, three-legged stop controlled intersections. Statistically, SPFs are
regression models which estimate the value of a dependent variable as a function of a set of
independent variables. The dependent variable is the expected crash frequency of a roadway
element such as an intersection or road segment and independent variables are generally AADT
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and segment length. It is recommended to develop new models using local data before actual
implementation or adjusting the base model through calibration factors.
The SPFs provided in the HSM are generally in very concise form so that they can be
used readily without large data collection requirement. For example, only AADT, segment
length, and area type are used as predictor variables for freeway SPFs considering several base
conditions, and if base conditions are violated, then crash modification factors (CMFs) need to
be applied to account for the differences between the base condition and actual condition. These
CMFs are developed considering each dependent variable separately; here we investigate if there
are any underlying interactions between variables by including interaction terms in the models.
Developing new SPFs using local data has been a popular research area for traffic safety
researchers (2, 3, 4, 5, 6). These studies covered facility types such as two-lane two-way rural
roads, four-lane divided highways etc. There is not yet any documentation available for
calibration or application of the HSM freeway predictive methods, because they have not yet
been officially released. The interim HSM procedures for freeway crash prediction use AADT,
segment length, and land use type as predictor variables for calculating SPFs for freeways
assuming several base conditions (7). These simple SPFs are then combined with CMFs to
account for the effects of roadway and roadside characteristics on crash occurrence.
Anastasopoulos et al. (8) found from a study on Indiana Interstate highways that median types
and width, shoulder widths, number of ramps and bridges, horizontal and vertical curves and
rumble strips had significant relationship with vehicle crash rates. Qi et al. (9) also found that
roadway geometries such as number of lanes were significant in freeway crash likelihood
prediction.
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Therefore, we describe a study that assembled roadway crash and geometry data (outside
shoulder width, number of lanes, median type, median width, and speed limit) along with AADT
and segment length for freeways in Connecticut to develop new SPFs specifically for application
locally. Models for total as well as fatal and injury crashes for both single-vehicle and multivehicle crashes were estimated to account for the differences in mechanisms and dynamics of
how different crashes occur (10). The best model was selected from among models using all
roadway geometry variables as predictors, models using speed limit only, and models using
interaction between speed limit and other roadway geometry variables for each crash category
(single vehicle total crash, single vehicle fatal and injury crash, multi-vehicle total crash, multivehicle fatal and injury crashes). After selecting four best models for four crash category holdout prediction was performed to demonstrate they are not over-fitting and can be transferred
reasonably. This study will help demonstrate which geometric variables are most important in
predicting expected number of crashes for freeways.
3.2 DATA DESCRIPTION
This section describes the sources of the data as well as how data were prepared for defining
homogeneous roadway segments for crash prediction modeling.
3.2.1 Data Source
For developing SPFs, we need data of freeway segments with crash counts together with traffic
volume, roadway, and roadside geometric data. Such data were collected from the road geometry
inventory maintained by Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT). This inventory
has data of speed limit, number of lanes, outside shoulder width, median type/width, location of
entrance and exit ramps, and AADT for different mile posts for the both sides along the roadway.
Data for all of the Interstate Highways in Connecticut was considered for this study.
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Crash counts were collected from the Connecticut Crash Data Repository (CTCDR)
housed by the University of Connecticut with data gathered from police-reported crashes
statewide. This repository provides crash counts as well as severity and number of vehicles
involved in each crash. Area type (rural/urban) data were collected from the Highway Log
(2010) published by ConnDOT.
3.2.2 Data Preparation
For estimating crash prediction models we need to define homogeneous roadway segments so
that the geometric variables mean the same thing for all segments that have the same values as
each other for accurately identifying their association with crash occurrence. Segments end when
a new exit is reached or when there is a change to the road geometries (shoulder width, speed
limit, number of lanes, median type/width). The segments were prepared such that each segment
is at least 0.1 mile of length as is suggested by the HSM (11). In this way we prepared a total of
949 roadway segments of which 572 had AADT values in the ConnDOT data inventory. Again
we needed to ensure that number of lanes and shoulder widths were the same in both direction of
the freeway. We found 435 such segments in our dataset.
Once homogeneous segments were prepared then crash counts were assigned to each
segment. We estimated models for total as well as fatal and injury crashes for both single-vehicle
and multi-vehicle crashes. All of these 4 types of crash counts were assigned for each segment in
4 different columns of the data set. Descriptive statistics of the continuous variables used are
shown in Table 3-1. Crash counts in Table 1 are segment specific and over three years -2009,
2010, and 2011. Frequency distributions for categorical variables are also reported in Table 3-1.
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Table 3-1 Descriptive Statistics for Continuous Variables and Frequency Distributions for
Categorical Variables
Continuous Variables

All Crashes

Fatal and Injury
Crashes
Natural Log (AADT)
Natural Log (Segment
Length, L)
Categorical Variables

Median Type (MT)

Right Shoulder Width
(SW)
Speed Limit (SL)
Number of Lane (both
direction)
Area Type

Level
Single
Vehicle
Multiple
Vehicle
Single
Vehicle
Multiple
Vehicle

Minimum

Maximum

Median

Mean

Std.
Dev.

0

192

10

13.70

16.73

0

443

15

31.51

49.79

0

45

2.00

2.85

3.94

0

71

2.00

4.52

7.94

9.32

11.92

11.27

11.24

0.49

-2.30

1.27

-1.47

-1.29

0.83

Levels
Type 2: Raised and Raised
with Barrier
Type 4: Depressed and Depressed
with Barrier
Type 5: Separated Roadway
Type 7: Jersey Type
(Concrete Wall)
<10 feet
10 feet
>10 feet
50 mph
55 mph
65 mph
4
6
8
Type 1 (Rural)
Type 2 (Urban)

Frequencies
19
99
154
163
15
282
138
64
124
247
172
239
24
47
388

3.3 METHODOLOGY
This study involves two main tasks. The first task is to develop safety performance functions
(SPFs) for interstate highways using Connecticut roadways data. This step will also include
investigating interaction between speed limit and other predictor variables so that we can learn
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more about the associations between these effects and crash incidence. The second and final task
is to evaluate prediction ability of the best SPFs using a validation data set.
3.3.1 Developing SPFs
Various types of statistical models have been developed and tested recently for modeling
highway crashes. Among them Poisson and Negative Binomial distribution are most commonly
used by the transportation safety researchers. (2, 12, 13). Multiple linear regressions has also
been explored by some researchers for relating highway crashes with roadway geometries and
traffic volume. For example, Joshua and Garber (14) used both linear regression and Poisson
distribution for modeling truck crashes and highway geometries. They found that Poisson
distribution was better distribution than linear regression in explaining the relationship between
truck crashes and the predictor variables. Poisson distribution requires the assumption of equal
mean and variance of the crash frequency variable. But crash data generally have higher variance
than the mean, in other words, they are overdispersed. Miaou (15) compared Poisson regression,
zero-inflated Poisson regression, and Negative Binomial regression in a study relating highway
geometry and crash frequency. He concluded that negative binomial (NB) distribution should be
used when data possess overdispersion. Based on the experience of past researchers we have
used negative binomial distribution for estimating the SPFs. Statistical Software SAS 9.3 was
used for model estimation (16).
Let Yi be a response variable which is expected crash count for ith roadway segment in
our case. Then Yi ~ NB(µi,k), with probability distribution function given by:

( yi  1 / k )(k i ) yi
f ( yi ) 
( yi  1)(1 / k )(1  k i ) yi 1 / k
where µi is the mean;
k is overdispertion parameter;
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Var (Yi )   i  k i .
2

The model equation for linear predictor is given as follows:

 
log(  i )  xi' 
which is estimated by:

 ˆ
log( ˆ i )  xi' 
̂

where  is the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) of  . Estimated values of the

mean response variable are given by:
 ' ˆ

ˆ i  e xi 

where ̂ i – estimated mean of the response in the ith roadway segment;
i=1, …,n, n is number of observations or road segments;

xi' is a fixed vector of explanatory variables;

̂
 is estimated vector of unknown parameters.

3.3.2 Goodness-of-Fit Measures
The goodness-of-fit measures describe the discrepancies between observed and predicted crash
counts to help choose the best fitting model. We used Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) as the
goodness-of-fit measure. AIC deals with the trade-off between the bias and variance of the
model. Number of parameters in the model is important in computing AIC, thus it effectively
discourages over-fitting of data by penalizing addition of parameters. AIC is related with another
commonly used goodness-of-fit measure namely log likelihood (LL).
AIC = -2 * LL + 2 * (number of parameters).
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3.3.3 Model Validation
From the dataset, 10% was sampled and kept aside for validation purpose. PROC
SURVEYSELECT option in SAS was used for this purpose (16). This option selects a
probability sample using simple random sampling (SRS). In SRS each data point has an equal
probability of selection, and sampling is done without replacement. The best models were
applied to this data set for evaluating their prediction capability. Mean absolute deviation (MAD)
and mean prediction bias (MPB) were employed for comparing the estimated mean of crash
counts with the observed crash counts. Washington et al (17) discussed and proposed MAD and
MPB as a tool for model validation. For MAD smaller values means better fitting. For MPB, a
positive sign indicates that the crash prediction models are overestimating the number of crashes
while negative sign indicates concluding a site to be safer than they actually are. Following are
the formulas for calculating MAD and MPB respectively,

∑

̂

∑

̂

Here, ̂ = estimated mean of crash counts for the ith segment

= observed crash counts for the ith segment
n = validation data sample size
3.4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Four crash categories were considered for estimating safety performance functions. These are 1)
Single vehicle total crashes 2) Single vehicle fatal and injury crashes only, 3) Multi-vehicle total
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crashes, and 4) Multi-vehicle fatal and injury crashes. Three different model estimations were
performed to find the best SPFs:


Along with AADT and segment length all other roadway and roadside characteristics
were used as dependent variables for predicting crash frequencies.



Speed limit was used as the only predictor variable along with AADT and segment
length. This was done to demonstrate the commonly found association of speed limit with
crash counts in crash prediction modeling.



Interaction between speed limit and other geometric variables were investigated. This
helps to unveil underlying interactions in the association with crash occurrence between
speed limit and other variables.

All of the above three model estimation results were compared for selecting the best models for
each crash category.
3.4.1 Correlation among Variables
High correlation between predictor variables in a model, known as multicollinearity, is a major
concern. Multicollinearity increases the standard error of the coefficients so that some of the
predictor variables may be found not to be significant in predicting response variable. Without
multicollinearity these same predictor variables might have been found to be significant. Table 32 presents the correlation among all the roadway and roadside geometric variables and speed
limit.
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Table 3-2 Pearson Correlation Coefficients among Categorical Predictor Variables
Variable
Name
Area Type

Speed
Limit

Area Type

Speed
Limit

Number of
Lane

Median Type

Shoulder
Width

1.00000

-0.24390

0.06411

0.15507

-0.16634

[<.0001]

[0.1820]

[0.0012]

[0.0005]

1.00000

-0.34980

-0.22808

0.14477

[<.0001]

[<.0001]

[0.0025]

1.00000

0.27716

0.12078

[<.0001]

[0.0117]

1.00000

0.09726

-0.24390
[<.0001]

Number of
Lane
Median
Type
Shoulder
Width

0.06411

-0.34980

[0.1820]

[<.0001]

0.15507

-0.22808

0.27716

[0.0012]

[<.0001]

[<.0001]

-0.16634

0.14477

0.12078

0.09726

[0.0005]

[0.0025]

[0.0117]

[0.0426]

[0.0426]
1.00000

Speed limit has, in general, higher correlations with all other variables compared with the
correlation coefficients among others. Speed limit is usually set according to the roadway
locations and characteristics, so it is generally associated with the roadway geometric variables.
Because of this association we estimated safety performance functions using speed limit only as
well as using all variables other than speed limit. Also, we investigated interactions between
speed limit and other roadway geometric variables using interaction term in the negative
binomial modeling.

3.4.2 Models with All Geometric Variables
All the roadway and roadside characteristics except speed limit are used as predictor variable.
The model estimation results for both single and multi-vehicle and their sub-categories (total
crashes and fatal and injury crashes) are shown in Table 3-3. The table has parameter estimates
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as well as P value in the square brackets and Wald 95% confidence interval in the parentheses.
Also fit statistics (LL and AIC) are included in the table. Values in boldface represent significant
P values.
For single vehicle total crashes, all variables except median type are found to be
significant. Both urban and six lane variables have positive coefficient indicating their
association with crash incidence. This single vehicle total crash involves run-off-road or on-road
crashes which involve encroaching onto the shoulder or roadside and hitting fixed objects or
rolling over. Shoulder width has a negative coefficient; this indicates that greater shoulder widths
are related with decreased number of single vehicle crashes, possibly because even if the driver
swerves away from the lane he has the opportunity to correct his trajectory and return to his lane
to avoid any crashes. But for single vehicle fatal and injury crashes the only significant roadway
geometric variable is eight lanes. Positive coefficients on this variable means freeways with
higher number of lanes have more fatal and injury severity crashes involving single vehicles,
possibly because with fewer lanes drivers are more careful to maintain control in low traffic
situations, but with more lanes drivers might be less attentive, potentially leading to fatal and
injury severity crashes.
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Table 3-3 Model Estimation Results Using All Roadway and Roadside Characteristics as
Predictors
Variables

Intercept
Log
(AADT)
Log (L)
Area Type-Urban
Area Type-Rural
Eight Lane
Six Lane
Four Lane
Median – Type 7
Median – Type 5
Median – Type 4
Median – Type 2
Shoulder >10 ft.
Shoulder =10 ft.
Shoulder <10 ft.
LL
AIC

Single Vehicle Crashes
Total CrashesFatal and Injury
Model 1
Crash-Model 2
0.5817 [0.6124]
-5.1675[0.0023]
(-1.6684, 2.8317)
(-8.4905, -1.844)
0.2516[0.0163]
0.5694[0.0002]
(0.0464, 0.4569)
(0.2696, 0.8692)
0.6060[<.0001]
0.5883[<.0001]
(0.5166, 0.6955)
(0.4774, 0.6992)
0.3454[0.0146]
0.3038[0.1129]
(0.0682, 0.6227)
(-0.0718, 0.6794)
0.0000
0.0000
0.3287[0.0855]
0.4641[0.0488]
(-0.0459, 0.7034)
(0.0024, 0.9257)
0.2781[0.0070]
0.2452[0.0770]
(0.0760, 0.4803)
(-0.0266, 0.5170)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0586[0.7901]
0.4448[0.1716]
(-0.3728, 0.4900)
(-0.1928, 1.0824)
0.1705[0.4386]
0.3547[0.2778]
(-0.2609, 0.6020)
(-0.2859, 0.9952)
0.0116[0.9593]
0.1866[0.5791]
(-0.4363, 0.4596)
(-0.4727, 0.8458)
0.0000
0.0000
-0.8961[<.0001]
-0.5845[0.0516]
(-1.328, -0.4632)
(-1.1729, 0.0039)
-0.7431[0.0006]
-0.3985[0.1747]
(-1.1666,-0.3196)
(-0.9740, 0.1770)
0.0000
0.0000
10249.6388
378.2202
2654.3230
1567.6232

Multi-Vehicle Crashes
Total CrashesFatal and Injury
Model 3
Crash-Model 4
-9.1617[<.0001]
-15.3928[<.0001]
(-11.237,-7.0856)
(-19.245,-11.540)
1.0975[<.0001]
1.4477[<.0001]
(0.9156, 1.2794)
(1.0999, 1.7955)
0.4960[<.0001]
0.5224[<.0001]
(0.3953, 0.5966)
(0.4030, 0.6417)
0.5058[0.0010]
0.2740[0.2242]
(0.2047, 0.8068)
(-0.1678, 0.7158)
0.0000
0.0000
0.5303[0.0099]
0.7661[0.0019]
(0.1271, 0.9334)
(0.2820, 1.2503)
0.1166[0.2857]
0.2399[0.1045]
(-0.0975, 0.3308)
(-0.0497, 0.5295)
0.0000
0.0000
0.7393[0.0025]
1.1026[0.0039]
(0.2602, 1.2183)
(0.3528, 1.8524)
0.1528[0.5275]
0.5076[0.1869]
(-0.3211, 0.6266)
(-0.2463, 1.2615)
0.1547[0.5376]
0.6079[0.1232]
(-0.3371, 0.6465)
(-0.1650, 1.3808)
0.0000
0.0000
-0.7065[0.0042]
-0.7139[0.0217]
(-1.1899,-0.2232)
(-1.3236,-0.1043)
-0.3422[0.1600]
-0.3301[0.2772]
(-0.8195, 0.1352
(-0.9255, 0.2653)
0.0000
0.0000
36815.7391
1926.5455
3130.3805
1702.6317

For multi-vehicle crashes, all of the variables have significant association with total crash
counts. For fatal and injury crashes all but area type is found to be significant. Similar to single
vehicle crashes, total crash counts for multi-vehicle crashes are increased when area type is
urban or number of lanes is higher. Median type 7 (Jersey type) is found to be associated with
higher crash counts for both total as well as fatal and injury severity crashes. This is an
interesting finding especially association of Jersey type barrier with higher number of fatal and
injury crashes. Jersey barriers are typically made of concrete, and probably because of this
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reason, vehicles as well as passengers get severely injured when vehicles get hit with the barrier.
Greater shoulder width has negative coefficient for multiple vehicle crashes indicating it has
association with smaller number of crashes. Higher shoulder width means too closely following
drivers can avoid hitting the front vehicle by moving toward the shoulder during situation of
higher vehicle density.
3.4.2 Models with Speed Limit Only
Here speed limit is the only predictor variable along with AADT and segment length. Definitely
observed speed would have been better predictor of crash counts than speed limit data, but
unfortunately such data are not readily available system-wide. Table 3-4 shows the estimation
results for the models. Speed limit 65 mph is found to be highly significant for both single
vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes as well as total and fatal and injury crashes. AADT and
segment length have positive coefficient as expected. All four models have negative coefficient
for speed limit 65 mph. This means higher speed limit has greater safety benefit for both single
and multi-vehicle crashes. This also indirectly indicates the association of speed limit with road
geometry. We can say that highways with safer geometry have higher speed limit.
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Table 3-4 Model Estimation Results Using Speed Limit Only
Variables

Intercept
Log
(AADT)
Log(L)
Speed Limit 65
mph
Speed Limit 55
mph
Speed Limit 50
mph
LL
AIC

Single Vehicle Crashes
Total CrashesFatal and Injury
Model 5
Crash- Model 6

Multi-Vehicle Crashes
Total CrashesFatal and Injury
Model 7
Crash- Model 8

-0.3657
[0.7092]
(-2.2876, 1.5561)
0.3401
[<.0001]
(0.1737, 0.5065)
0.6011
[<.0001]
(0.5120, 0.6902)
-0.3516
[0.0037]
(-0.5893, -0.1139)
-0.1314
[0.2925]
(-0.3761, 0.1133)
0.0000

-6.3449
[<.0001]
(-9.156, -3.5331)
0.7398
[<.0001]
(0.4950, 0.9846)
0.6252
[<.0001]
(0.5157, 0.7347)
-0.4982
[0.0008]
(-0.788, -0.2077)
-0.2700
[0.0709]
(-0.5631, 0.0230)
0.0000

-7.5740
[<.0001]
(-9.502, -5.645)
1.0452
[<.0001]
(0.8802, 1.210)
0.5649
[<.0001]
(0.4655, 0.664)
-0.8282
[<.0001]
(-1.087, -0.568)
0.0979
[0.4652]
(-0.164, 0.3605)
0.0000

-14.9499
[<.0001]
(-18.39, -11.504)
1.5205
[<.0001]
(1.2234, 1.8176)
0.6081
[<.0001]
(0.4853, 0.7309)
-0.7564
[<.0001]
(-1.078, -0.4347)
0.0247
[0.8726]
(-0.2776,0.327)
0.0000

10236.53

375.0704

36814.33

1920.929

2668.527

1561.922

3121.185

1701.864

3.4.3 Models with Interactions
Strong association between speed limit and crashes is typical and persistent in crash prediction
models, but unfortunately speed limit is an indirect effect and therefore this is risky to transfer
speed limit models to other locations. Also speed limit in freeways is set as per legislative rather
than engineering judgments which may result in different speed limits in different area despite
the freeways having similar roadway geometries. Thus, we investigated what road characteristics
appear to interact with speed limit in their association with crashes using interaction terms in the
model. Interaction of speed limit with number of lane, median type, and shoulder width are
considered in separate models. Model estimation results are shown in Table 3-5, Table 3-6, and
Table 3-7 for interactions of speed limit with number of lane, median type, and shoulder width
respectively.
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Table 3-5 Model Estimations Result using Interaction between Speed Limit and Number of
Lanes
Variables
Intercept
Log
(AADT)
Log (L)
Eight Lane
Six Lane
Four Lane
Speed Limit
65 mph
Speed Limit
55 mph
Speed Limit
50 mph
SL 65 * 8 Lane
SL 65 * 6 Lane
SL 65 * 4 Lane
SL 55 * 8 Lane
SL 55 * 6 Lane
SL 55 * 4 Lane
SL 50 * 8 Lane
SL 50 * 6 Lane
SL 50 * 4 Lane
LL
AIC

Single Vehicle Crashes

Multi-Vehicle Crashes

Total CrashesModel 9
0.6206 [0.5988]
(-1.6911, 2.9322)
0.2481 [0.0170]
(0.0444, 0.4518)
0.6227 [<.0001]
(0.5314, 0.7140)
0.3304 [0.2604]
(-0.2449, 0.905)
0.0750 [0.7415]
(-0.3709, 0.5210)
0.0000
-0.4607 [0.0189]
(-0.8452, -0.076)
0.3335 [0.2378]
(-0.2202, 0.8873)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 10
-5.1934[0.0023]
(-8.528, -1.8585)
0.6207[<.0001]
(0.3258, 0.9156)
0.6308[<.0001]
(0.5181, 0.7436)
0.5469[0.1192]
(-0.1411, 1.2349)
0.1938[0.5025]
(-0.3726, 0.7602)
0.0000
-0.4433[0.0887]
(-0.9536, 0.0671)
0.1052[0.7820]
(-0.6396, 0.8499)
0.0000

Total CrashesModel 11
-7.6714[<.0001]
(-9.785, -5.5578)
1.0294[<.0001]
(0.8452, 1.2135)
0.5341[<.0001]
(0.4345, 0.6336)
0.8584[0.0053]
(0.2548, 1.4620)
0.0143[0.9522]
(-0.4535, 0.4821)
0.0000
-0.5421[0.0083]
(-0.944, -0.1394)
0.0150[0.9600]
(-0.5702, 0.6002)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 12
-14.2379[<.0001]
(-18.092,-10.385)
1.4258[<.0001]
(1.0862, 1.7655)
0.5776[<.0001]
(0.4568, 0.6984)
1.0779[0.0023]
(0.3859, 1.7700)
0.0104[0.9721]
(-0.5707, 0.5914)
0.0000
-0.3869[0.1474]
(-0.9102, 0.1365)
-0.1277[0.7557]
(-0.9322, 0.6768)
0.0000

-0.0753 [0.8524]
(-0.8690, 0.7183)
0.2732 [0.2788]
(-0.221, 0.7677)
0.0000
-1.2177 [0.0233]
(-2.269, -0.1656)
-0.4702 [0.1534]
(-1.1158, 0.1754)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
10244.41
2664.760

-0.4395[0.3545]
(-1.3699, 0.4909)
0.0610[0.8501]
(-0.5715, 0.6934)
0.0000
-0.8113[0.2144]
(-2.0920, 0.4695)
-0.3386[0.4310]
(-1.1815, 0.5042)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
377.7722
1568.519

-0.6611[0.1259]
(-1.5077, 0.1854)
-0.1539[0.5606]
(-0.6725, 0.3646)
0.0000
-1.4832[0.0074]
(-2.568, -0.3982),
0.3660[0.2897]
(-0.3115, 1.0435)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
36824.16
3113.528

-0.9531[0.0488]
(-1.901, -0.0051)
-0.1503[0.6523]
(-0.8039, 0.5034)
0.0000
-1.4156[0.0342]
(-2.725, -0.1056)
0.5485[0.2323]
(-0.3515, 1.4484)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1931.360
1693.000
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Table 3-6 Model Estimations Result using Interaction between Speed Limit and Median

Type
Variables
Intercept
Log
(AADT)
Log (L)
Median – Type 7
Median – Type 5
Median – Type 4
Median – Type 2
Speed Limit
65 mph
Speed Limit
55 mph
Speed Limit
50 mph
SL 65 * MT 7
SL 65 * MT 5
SL 65 * MT 4
SL 65 * MT 2
SL 55 * MT 7
SL 55 * MT 5
SL 55 * MT 4
SL 55 * MT 2
SL 50 * MT 7
SL 50 * MT 5
SL 50 * MT 4
SL 50 * MT 2
LL
AIC

Single Vehicle Crashes

Multi-Vehicle Crashes

Total CrashesModel 13
0.2194[0.8673]
(-2.3540, 2.7928)
0.3029[0.0009]
(0.1249, 0.4810)
0.5839[<.0001]
(0.4949, 0.6730)
-0.1930[0.7994]
(-1.6817, 1.2957)
-0.0757[0.9204]
(-1.5597, 1.4084)
-0.4883[0.5298]
(-2.0116, 1.0349)
0.0000
-0.6725[0.3922]
(-2.2127, 0.8678)
-0.9229[0.2753]
(-2.5811, 0.7353)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 14
-6.8531[0.0004]
(-10.673,-3.033)
0.6895[<.0001]
( 0.4351, 0.9439)
0.5922[<.0001]
(0.4835, 0.7010)
0.9957[0.4102]
(-1.3740, 3.3655)
1.2865[0.2856]
(-1.0748, 3.6477)
0.3618[0.7691]
(-2.0537, 2.7773)
0.0000
0.2119[0.8658]
(-2.2457, 2.6695)
0.1734[0.8954]
(-2.4113, 2.7581)
0.0000

Total CrashesModel 15
-6.6157[<.0001]
(-9.111, -4.1205)
0.9849[<.0001]
(0.8167, 1.1532)
0.5164[<.0001]
(0.4202, 0.6126)
-0.0800[0.9173]
(-1.5883, 1.4284)
-0.4893[0.5235]
(-1.9924, 1.0138)
-0.7006[0.3732]
(-2.2426, 0.8414)
0.0000
-1.4556[0.0687]
(-3.0226, 0.1115)
-1.7839[0.0380]
(-3.468, -0.0992)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 16
-13.696[<.0001]
(-17.581, -9.812)
1.3522[<.0001]
(1.063, 1.6408)
0.5723[<.0001]
(0.4532, 0.6914)
0.9335[0.3248]
(-0.9247, 2.7916)
0.5826[0.5375]
(-1.2693, 2.4345)
0.1504[0.8769]
(-1.7522, 2.0529)
0.0000
-0.6846[0.5109]
(-2.7254, 1.3562)
-1.0796[0.3523]
(-3.3545, 1.1953)
0.0000

0.0467[0.9539]
(-1.5348, 1.6281)
0.3767[0.6380]
(-1.1926, 1.9460)
0.5507[0.5021]
(-1.0576, 2.1591)
0.0000
0.8821[0.3089]
(-0.8171, 2.5814)
0.5934[0.4976]
(-1.1214, 2.3082)
0.9216[0.3052]
(-0.8400, 2.6833)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
10245.6
2668.30

-0.6852[0.5905]
(-3.1811, 1.8106)
-0.9420[0.4567]
(-3.4222, 1.5383)
-0.0156[0.9904]
(-2.5506, 2.5193)
0.0000
-0.2702[0.8400]
(-2.8940, 2.3536)
-0.8581[0.5241]
(-3.4979, 1.7817)
-0.1916[0.8896]
(-2.8971, 2.5139)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
382.1921
1565.679

0.2849[0.7288]
(-1.3253, 1.8950)
0.8379[0.3040]
(-0.7598, 2.4356)
0.9812[0.2402]
(-0.656, 2.6184)
0.0000
1.8753[0.0331]
(0.1504, 3.6001)
1.2600[0.1573]
(-0.4861, 3.0061)
1.7957[0.0488]
(0.0093, 3.5820)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
36835.80
3096.257

-0.4605[0.6647]
(-2.5429, 1.6219)
0.0124[0.9906]
(-2.0544, 2.0792)
0.3386[0.7541]
(-1.7801, 2.4572)
0.0000
1.0394[0.3788]
(-1.2753, 3.3540)
0.0653[0.9567]
(-2.2905, 2.4211)
1.3443[0.2691]
(-1.0398, 3.7284)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1938.294
1685.133
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From the interaction model of number of lane and speed limit (Table 3-5), single vehicle
total crash model verifies that speed limit interacts significantly with number of lanes when
predicting crashes. The significant interaction term is when speed limit is 55 with eight lanes.
For fatal and injury severity crashes speed limit does not interact with number of lanes. But for
multi-vehicle crashes, speed limit interacts with number of lanes for both total crashes and fatal
and injury crashes. Interaction seems to be more for fatal and injury crashes as we find that both
(SL 65 * 8 Lane) and (SL 55* 8 Lane) are significant.
Table 3-6 shows the interaction between speed limit and median type and demonstrates
that there is no interaction between speed limit and median type while predicting crashes for both
total and fatal and injury single vehicle crashes. A similar result is found for fatal and injury
multi-vehicle crashes. Median type interacts with speed limit only for total multi-vehicle crashes.
Two interaction terms are found to be significant - when speed limit is 55 mph and median type
is 7 (Jersey type/concrete wall) and when speed limit is 55 mph and median type is 4 (depressed
and depressed with barrier).
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Table 3-7 Model Estimations Result using Interaction between Speed Limit and Shoulder
Width
Variables
Intercept
Log
(AADT)
Log (L)
Shoulder >10 ft.
Shoulder =10 ft.
Shoulder <10 ft.
Speed Limit
65 mph
Speed Limit
55 mph
Speed Limit
50 mph
SL 65 * SW >10‟
SL 65 * SW =10‟
SL 65 * SW <10‟
SL 55 * SW >10‟
SL 55 * SW =10‟
SL 55 * SW <10‟
SL 50 * SW >10‟
SL 50 * SW =10‟
SL 50 * SW <10‟
LL
AIC

Single Vehicle Crashes

Multi-Vehicle Crashes

Total CrashesModel 17
-0.6301[0.5473]
(-2.6823, 1.4221)
0.4224[<.0001]
(0.2547, 0.5902)
0.6174[<.0001]
(0.5285, 0.7064)
-1.5367[0.0004]
(-2.390, -0.6831)
-0.6462[0.0591]
(-1.3172, 0.0248)
0.0000
-1.0514[0.0287]
(-1.993, -0.1095)
0.4135[0.4335]
(-0.6213, 1.4482)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 18
-6.3077[<.0001]
(-9.309, -3.3055)
0.7599[<.0001]
(0.5096, 1.0102)
0.6273[<.0001]
(0.5172, 0.7374)
-1.4315[0.0177]
(-2.613, -0.2491)
-0.1763[0.6760]
(-1.0034, 0.6507)
0.0000
-1.0241[0.1385]
(-2.3792, 0.3309)
0.2937[0.6666]
(-1.0425, 1.6300)
0.0000

Total CrashesModel 19
-7.6401[<.0001]
(-9.718, -5.5621)
1.0876[<.0001]
(0.9203, 1.2549)
0.5465[<.0001]
(0.4468, 0.6462)
-0.8741[0.0529]
(-1.7589, 0.0108)
-0.4600[0.2157]
(-1.1880, 0.2681)
0.0000
-1.7971[0.0009]
(-2.854, -0.7400)
0.1020[0.8600]
(-1.0316, 1.2356)
0.0000

Fatal and Injury
Crash-Model 20
-15.2432[<.0001]
(-18.825,-11.660)
1.5718[<.0001]
(1.2705, 1.8731)
0.6006[<.0001]
(0.4782, 0.7231)
-0.7585[0.1623]
(-1.8223, 0.3053)
-0.2878[0.5013]
(-1.1268, 0.5511)
0.0000
-2.8153[0.0158]
(-5.102, -0.5285)
0.6464[0.3496]
(-0.7081, 2.0008)
0.0000

1.4507[0.0105]
(0.3401, 2.5613)
0.8003[0.1044]
(-0.1657, 1.7663)
0.0000
0.3362[0.5867]
(-0.8759, 1.5483)
-0.6454[0.2386]
(-1.7187, 0.4280)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
10250.81
2651.972

1.7077[0.0398]
(0.0800, 3.3354)
0.4462[0.5260]
(-0.9329, 1.8253)
0.0000
0.4914[0.5565]
(-1.1464, 2.1292)
-0.6381[0.3650]
(-2.0188, 0.7426)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
380.7325
1562.598

1.2900[0.0358]
(0.0858, 2.4942)
1.0872[0.0495]
(0.0022, 2.1722)
0.0000
0.1118[0.8652]
(-1.1788, 1.4023)
0.1124[0.8507]
(-1.0580, 1.2828)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
36822.10
3117.645

2.3744[0.0526]
(-0.0262, 4.7751)
2.1670[0.0648]
(-0.1334, 4.4674)
0.0000
-0.3589[0.6525]
(-1.9213, 1.2035)
-0.6102[0.3921]
(-2.0076, 0.7872)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1927.481
1700.760

Shoulder width has a significant interaction with speed limit (Table 3-7) when predicting
both total as well as fatal and injury single vehicle crashes. Also higher speed limit (65 mph) and
greater shoulder width (more than 10 feet) have greater safety benefit in terms of crash
occurrence for both total and fatal and injury crashes. Now for multi-vehicle crashes shoulder
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width does not have any significant interaction when predicting fatal and injury crashes. But for
predicting total multi-vehicle crashes of multi-vehicle crash category both (SL 65 * SW >10‟)
and (SL 65 * SW =10‟) interactions are found to be significant.
3.4.4 Selecting Best Models
For selecting best models for each crash category (single versus multi-vehicle and total versus
fatal/injury) all of the three above-mentioned model estimations are considered. The AIC is used
for finding the best fit models because AIC discourages over-fitting of data by penalizing
addition of parameter. Log likelihood (LL) is not used for selecting best models as models with
more variables will have a better LL as they are using more information which increases the
chance of better fitting. Table 3-8 summarizes the fit statistics for the models and includes AIC
value for only those models where at least one covariate or interaction terms has a significant P
value.
Table 3-8 AIC Values for Comparing Models

Models

Models using all geometric
variables (Table 3)
Speed limit only models
(Table 4)
Interaction
Number of
Models:
Lanes
Interaction
(Table 5 )
of speed
Median Type
limit with:
(Table 6)
Shoulder
Width
(Table 7)

Single Vehicle
Crashes
Total
Fatal and
Crashes
Injury
Crashes
2654.32 1567.62

Multi- Vehicle Crashes

3130.38

Fatal and
Injury
Crashes
1702.63

2668.527

3121.18

1701.86

3113.52

1693.00

1561.92

2664.760

Total
Crashes

3096.25
2651.97

1562.59

3117.64

1700.76
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In all but one case interaction models have the best goodness-of-fit measures. For single
vehicle total crashes, the best model is the one which uses interaction between speed limit and
shoulder width as the predictor variables (Model 17 of Table 3-7). For single vehicle-fatal and
injury crashes, the model which uses speed limit as the only predictor comes out to be the best fit
model (Model 6 of Table 3-4). Speed limit model is not preferable because of its association with
roadway geometries during crash prediction. Thus, we compared prediction capability of this
model with the second best model (interaction model- Model 18) which is discussed in the
subsequent section. For total multi-vehicle crashes, the model which uses interaction between
speed limit and median type (Model 15 of Table 3-6) is found to have the best fit, whereas for
the multi-vehicle- fatal and injury crashes the best fit model is the one having interaction
between speed limit and number of lanes (Model 12 of Table 3-5).
3.4.5 Model Validation
Validations are performed for all of the selected models. Before performing the model
validation, we further collapsed covariates of some best fit models in order to increase the
number of significant covariates. Following measures were taken for this purpose:


For the best total single vehicle model (Model 17 of Table 3-7), shoulder width 10 feet
was not significant, so we combined this with shoulder width less than 10 feet. Model
output is shown in Table 3-9.



The best model for fatal and injury single vehicle crash (Model 6 of Table 3-4) was kept
unchanged as speed limit 55 was marginally significant. We compared the prediction
capability of this model with the second best model (Model 18). Shoulder width 10 feet
in Model 18 is highly non-significant. Thus, this model was re-estimated after combining
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shoulder width 10 and less than 10 feet. This model as well as model 6 is shown in Table
3-9.


The selected total multi-vehicle crash model (Model 15 of Table 3-6) has two interaction
terms as significant. Median type has highly non-significant P value. Here we created two
dummy variables for two significant interactions term and used them with base variables
(Speed limit and median type). Model output is shown in Table 3-10.



For the best multi-vehicle- fatal and injury crashes model (Model 12 of Table 3-5), we
combined six lanes and four lanes as one category. This was done because six lanes were
found to have highly non-significant P value. Model output is shown in Table 3-10.
Each model improved in terms of having number of significant variables after re-

estimating them with collapsed covariates. For the total multi-vehicle crash model, original best
model (Model 15 of Table 3-6) has highly non-significant P value for median type. But this new
model in Table 3-10 shows much improved P value (closer toward significant P value of 0.05).
Now all four models were used for hold-out prediction. The validation dataset is different from
the original dataset. 10 % of the original dataset (44 roadway segments from 435 segments) was
sampled and used for model validation. Model validation measures (MAD and MPB) are shown
at the end of Table 3-9 and 3-10.
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Table 3-9 Best Models for Single Vehicle Crashes
Variables

Total Crashes

Intercept

-0.5856 [0.5509]
(-2.5096, 1.3385)
0.3652[<.0001]
(0.1990, 0.5314)
0.5858[<.0001]
(0.4973, 0.6743)
-0.9863[0.0018]
(-1.6055, -0.367)
0.0000

Log
(AADT)
Log (L)

Fatal and Injury Crashes
Speed Limit only
Interaction
model
between speed
limit and shoulder
width model
-6.3449[<.0001]
-6.1980[<.0001]
(-9.156, -3.5331) (-9.0492, -3.3468)
0.7398[<.0001]
0.7352[<.0001]
(0.4950, 0.9846) (0.4875, 0.9830)
0.6252[<.0001]
0.6185[<.0001]
(0.5157, 0.7347) (0.5097, 0.7274)
-1.2739[0.0066]
(-2.1929, -0.3550)
0.0000

Shoulder >10
feet
Shoulder ≤ 10
feet
Speed Limit
-0.3504[0.0085] -0.4982[0.0008]
-0.6062[0.0002]
65 mph
(-0.6116, -0.089) (-0.788, -0.2077) (-0.9291, -0.2834)
Speed Limit
-0.2227[0.1045] -0.2700[0.0709]
-0.3283[0.0428]
55 mph
(-0.4915, 0.0462) (-0.5631, 0.0230) (-0.6458, -0.0107)
Speed Limit
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
50 mph
SL 65 * SW >10‟ 0.7554[0.0238]
1.2897[0.0085]
(0.1003, 1.4104)
(0.3292, 2.2502)
SL 65 * SW ≤10‟
0.0000
0.0000
SL 55 * SW >10‟ 0.9910[0.0047]
1.1198[0.0265]
(0.3037, 1.6783)
(0.1308, 2.1088)
SL 55 * SW ≤10‟
0.0000
0.0000
SL 50 * SW >10‟
0.0000
0.0000
SL 50 * SW ≤10‟
0.0000
0.0000
AIC
2661.6398
1561.922
1559.0840
MAD
5.72
1.99
1.98
MPB
0.16
-0.89
-1.01
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Table 3-10 Best Models for Multi-vehicle Crashes
Variables

Intercept
Log (AADT)
Log (L)
Median – Type 7
Median – Type 5
Median – Type 4
Median – Type 2
Eight lane
Six & Four Lane
Speed Limit 65 mph
Speed Limit 55 mph
Speed Limit 50 mph
SL 55 and Median Type 7
SL 55 and Median Type 4
SL 65 * 8 Lane
(SL 65) *( 6 & 4 Lane)
SL 55 * 8 Lane
(SL 55) *( 6 & 4 Lane)
SL 50 * 8 Lane
(SL 50) *( 6 & 4 Lane)
AIC
MAD
MPB

Multi-Vehicle Crashes
Total Crashes
Fatal and Injury
Crashes
-7.153[<.0001]
-14.1846[<.0001]
(-9.1882, -5.117) (-17.620,-10.748)
0.9729[<.0001]
1.4243[<.0001]
(0.8036, 1.1421)
(1.1243, 1.7243)
0.5103[<.0001]
0.5955[<.0001]
(0.4131, 0.6075)
(0.4755, 0.7154)
0.3437[0.1481]
(-0.1220, 0.8094)
0.3426[0.1301]
(-0.1010, 0.7862)
0.2526[0.2936]
(-0.2187, 0.7239)
0.0000
1.0728[0.0003]
(0.4919, 1.6538)
0.0000
-0.8139[<.0001]
-0.4707[0.0066]
(-1.0665, -0.561) (-0.8100, -0.1313)
-0.7542[0.0003]
0.3836[0.0251]
(-1.1630, -0.345)
(0.0480, 0.7193)
0.0000
0.0000
1.0920[<.0001]
(0.6474, 1.5366)
0.4784[0.0951]
(-0.0834, 1.0403)
-0.8950[0.0450]
(-1.7702, -0.0198)
0.0000
-1.9256[0.0006]
(-3.0183, -0.8328)
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
3096.1992
1690.2918
18.68
3.61
-2.48
-1.88

Total multi-vehicle crash model has relatively larger MAD value of 18.68 which
indicates greater variability in prediction. This might be for the presence of non-significant
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median type in the model. In terms of MPB, only total single vehicle model has positive value.
This indicates that on average the model overpredicts the observed validation data. Other three
models have negative MPB value which indicates underprediction by the models. For single
vehicle fatal and injury crash model, interaction model has better AIC value after collapsing
shoulder width into two categories. Also prediction performance of the interaction model is
better as in the interaction model MAD value is slightly lower (1.98) than the speed limit model
(1.99). Thus for single vehicle fatal and injury crash, interaction model is preferred to the speed
limit model.
3.5 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the paper was to develop crash prediction models, also commonly known
as safety performance functions (SPFs), using data of freeways in the State of Connecticut.
Models were estimated for four different crash categories i.e. single vehicle total crashes, single
vehicle fatal/injury crashes, multi-vehicle total crashes, and multi-vehicle fatal/injury crashes.
Also three different model estimations were performed for all four crash categories, namely
models using all geometric variables, models using speed limit only, and models using
interactions between speed limit and roadway geometric variables. Best models were selected
after comparing these three different model estimations for each crash category. The selected
SPFs are expected to be used by the transportation agencies solely to get the best available
prediction of crash frequency, so the estimated crash frequency can then be adjusted, as
appropriate, by CMFs.
All four best models were found to be the models where interaction between speed limit
and road geometry was used as predictor variable. For both total and fatal/injury single vehicle
crashes greater shoulder width (more than 10 feet) has more safety benefit. Median type is
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significant in conjunction with speed limit for predicting total multi-vehicle crashes, but for
multi-vehicle fatal and injury crashes, instead it is higher number of lanes.
It is interesting to note from the best models that shoulder width, an arguably sacrosanct
element of freeway design, is only significant for predicting single vehicle crashes. Another
interesting finding is that the median type is only significant for multi-vehicle total crashes, but
not single vehicle crashes or multi-vehicle fatal and injury crashes, for which the number of lanes
is significant. Also the best models for all four crash categories suggest the importance of
including interaction terms in crash prediction model, although this is not typically done in
existing methodologies, including the HSM. There is obviously some shared effects for these
variables that if ignored will result in incorrect predictions. This suggests that interactions should
be considered for all future crash prediction models, especially for the application of CMFs.
Future research will include data of all freeways in Connecticut for substantiating the current
findings. Also calibration of the HSM SPFs and comparison between the calibrated SPFs and the
best models found in this paper is the subject of continuing investigation by the authors.
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CHAPTER 4 SELECTING A CRASH TYPOLOGY FOR PREDICTION OF CRASH
SEVERITY ON CONTROLLED ACCESS HIGHWAYS IN CONNECTICUT
ABSTRACT
This study presents an investigation to find a preferred crash typology for the prediction of crash
severities for controlled access highways. Three crash typologies are proposed based on where
crashes occurred and the direction of the crash-involved vehicles. Partial proportional odds
(PPO) technique was used for estimating crash severity prediction models where crash types of
each typology were used as predictors alongside crash and person specific variables, along with
another model that does not use any typology for comparison. Holdout prediction was performed
as well as using Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Criterion (SC) for selecting
the preferred typology. For both AIC and SC we find that the typology based on vehicle travel
direction has better fit than the other models. Holdout prediction demonstrates the same although
there was not much improvement of third typology model over the others. Error percentage was
calculated for both holdout and estimation data set which did not give conclusive result either in
favor of third typology. But this result is expected to provide researchers valuable insight in
selecting typology that predicts severity better. We also estimated reduced models using only
Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and crash type variables in order to focus on the
predictive value of the crash typologies. The finding demonstrates that the crash types and
AADT could also be good predictor of crash severities when crash and person related
information are not available, as is the case for segment level prediction.
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
Crash prediction modeling is integral to providing a good insight into the safety levels of roads.
It helps detect unsafe roadway characteristics by relating crash counts with many different
independent variables such as traffic volume, roadway and roadside characteristics, pavement
surface conditions, lighting, and weather conditions. Along with crash count modeling, crash
severity modeling is also important when there is greater concern about the consequences of
crashes, such as fatalities and serious injuries, rather than just the number of crashes. In addition
to modeling by crash severity, the crash count definition and modeling framework is also
important. For example, models that predict total crashes obscure the relationships of various
collision types with predictors where the underlying mechanisms of each collision type differ.
Therefore, traffic safety researchers are more frequently now estimating crashes by collision type
rather than total crash counts.
Crash severity is theoretically related to collision type. For example, head-on and fixed
object collisions are more likely to lead to serious injuries and fatalities than same direction sideswipe or rear-end collisions. Thus, collision type itself can be a good variable for predicting
crash severity. To make the most of this relationship, it would be most effective to classify
crashes into collision type groups so that the crash severity distributions of collision types within
each group are relatively homogeneous compared to those in other groups. This study focuses on
finding a preferred crash typology for predicting freeway crash severity that achieves this goal.
Freeways are highway facilities that provide an uninterrupted flow of traffic with no traffic
signals or at-grade intersections. Entrance or exit to the freeway is controlled by on and off
ramps. Freeways are an important part of the road network, offering lower travel times for long
distance trips. At the same time, the high speeds associated with travel on freeways have the
potential to result in crashes with higher severities.
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Identifying an efficient collision typology for predicting crash severity can be a great
advancement in crash severity modeling. When predicting for a road segment over a period of
time it is not possible to use variables that vary by crash, such as weather, person age, or light
condition, as predictors as values for these predictors would only be available for individual
crashes. Rather, it is easier to find road characteristics for a roadway segment and utilize them to
predict crash counts for each general collision type group of the preferred collision typology and
then infer crash severities from these predicted collision type group counts. Parameter estimates
that vary significantly for each of the collision type group in the preferred typology model will
demonstrate how knowing the collision type can help explain the severity of a crash. Once the
preferred typology is found then models can be estimated to predict crash counts for each
collision type having homogeneous crash severity distribution defined in that typology using
roadway characteristics as predictor variables. These crash count models by collision type can
help traffic professionals to understand how many as well as how severe crashes might take
place in a particular road segment which will eventually help in decision making for any
probable roadway improvement programs.
4.2 STUDY BACKGROUND
A number of studies attempted to model traffic crash severities using various crash-specific and
person-specific variables. Lui and McGee (1) studied the probability of fatal outcomes using
logistic regression given that the crash has occurred. They used driver‟s age and gender, impact
points, vehicle weight, and vehicle deformation as predictors. This study found that heavier car
weight can potentially reduce driver fatality which was also supported by Wood and Simms (2),
who measured the impact of vehicle size on injury severity. Kim et al. (3) investigated personal
and behavioral effects on crash and severity. Farmer et al. (4) investigated the impact of vehicle
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and crash characteristics on injury severity for two-vehicle side-impact crashes using binomial
regression. Another recent study by Dissanayake and Lu (5) investigated injury severity of single
vehicle crashes with fixed objects using multivariate logistic regression and they found that
female gender and blood alcohol content greater than 0.30 were associated with higher fatality
odds. More recently Delen et al. (6) used artificial neural networks for identifying significant
predictors for injury severity, and found that age is an important predictor for driver severities.
Past studies also suggest that crash prediction modeling should be carried out separately
by collision type. Aggregate crash modeling for all collision types fails to tell us the true
relationship between crash type and predictors as, for example, single vehicle crashes and multivehicle crashes have completely different dynamics and mechanisms behind their occurrence.
Qin et al. (7) disaggregated crashes into four types: (1) single-vehicle, (2) multi-vehicle same
direction, (3) multi-vehicle opposite direction, and (4) multi-vehicle intersecting. They showed
that the relationship between crashes and exposure coefficients significantly varies from one
crash type to another, which also suggests that in an aggregate model the relationship between
the total number of crashes and exposure may be ambiguous as the opportunity for the
occurrence of different crash types is different under the same exposure condition. Zhou and
Sisiopiku (8) studied the relationship between hourly traffic volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratios and
crash rates. They found that U-shaped patterns explain the relationship for multi-vehicle, rearend, and property-damage-only (PDO) crashes while single-vehicle, fixed-object, and rollover
crashes generally follow a decreasing trend with increasing v/c ratio. Later, Lord et al. (9) also
found similar results in their study of relating crash and v/c ratio and maintained that single
vehicle and multi-vehicle crashes need to be dealt with separately for better crash prediction
modeling.
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Collisions can be categorized using many different procedures such as by „manner of
collision‟, by „travel direction of vehicle‟, and by „contributing factor‟. „Manner of collision‟
categories consist of rear end, sideswipe same direction, turning same direction, angle, turning
intersecting path, sideswipe opposite direction, head on, fixed object, overturn types of crashes.
It is cumbersome to model crash severities using all available collision types separately as
predictor variables, for example, for collision by „manner of collision‟ there will be ten predictor
variables using types defined by Connecticut Department of Transportation (ConnDOT). This
would require crash prediction models for all ten collision types. Instead, it would be more
practical to cluster these ten collision types into a smaller number of groups such that the crash
severity distributions of all collision types in each group are somewhat homogeneous. Then crash
prediction models would only be needed for that smaller number of collision type groups.
A number of researchers have proposed various methods for categorizing crashes.
Khorashadi et al. (10) studied the difference in driver severities between rural and urban
accidents involving large trucks. Hauer et al. (11) categorized intersection collision types
according to the involved traffic flows. Zhang et al. (12) proposed categorizing crashes based on
crash causality factors. They considered crash contribution factors reported by police officers to
be a surrogate indication of crash causality. Using K-means clustering techniques, and based on
twelve different contributing factors they categorized ten collision types into four different
categories, namely rear end, same-direction (sideswipe and turning), intersecting (turning
intersecting-path, turning opposite-direction and angle), and segment (fixed object, overturn,
head-on, and sideswipe opposite-direction) collisions. In this paper, we consider typologies
defined by travel direction and by manner of collision, with crashes categorized into no more
than four groups.
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4.3 DATA DESCRIPTION
Data were collected from a crash database consisting of information such as collision type and
severity level along with other roadside and roadway characteristics. The Connecticut Crash
Data Repository (CTCDR) maintained by the Connecticut Transportation Safety Research
Center (CTSRC) and housed at the University of Connecticut was the primary source for this
database. Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) data was collected from the roadway inventory
maintained by ConnDOT. The following additional covariates along with crash types are
considered for modeling crash severities; note that although as noted earlier these variables
would not typically be available for prediction of crashes on a segment by segment basis, we
include them in these models to control for their effects in our observed data:


Weather specific covariates: a) rain, b) sleet and hail, c) snow, d) fog, e) blowing sand,
soil, dirt, or snow, f) severe crosswinds g) no adverse condition



Occupant specific covariates: a) age, b) sex, c) alcohol consumption (No alcohol and
some indication of alcohol)



Light condition: a) dark-not lighted, b) dark-lighted, dawn, dusk, c) daylight
Table 4-1 shows the frequencies for all of the categorical predictors used in the models for

the entire data set. The crash level data used for the study were collected over three years from
2009 to 2011.
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Table 4-1 Frequencies for Categorical Variables
Variables
Weather
Person Gender
Light Condition
Drug/Alcohol
Typology 1

Typology 2

Typology 3

Crash Severity

Person Age
Vehicle Type

Levels
1 = Adverse Condition
2 = No Adverse Condition
1 = Male
2 = Female
1 = Dark-Not Lighted
2 = Dark-Lighted, Dawn, Dusk
3 = Daylight
1 = Some Indication of Alcohol/Drug
2 = No Indication of Alcohol/Drugs
Type 1: Ramp Entry
Type 2: Median/Barrier Penetration (Full and Partial)
Type 3: Single/Multi-vehicle Crash on Segment
Type 1: Ramp Entry
Type 2: Median/Barrier Penetration (Full and Partial)
Type 3: Multi-vehicle Crash on Segment
Type 4: Single Vehicle Crash on Segment
Type 1: Opposite Direction
Type 2: Same Direction
Type 3: Single Vehicle
Type 1: No Injury
Type 2: Possible Injury
Type 3: Non-incapacitating Evident Injury
Type 4: Incapacitating Injury
Type 5: Fatal Injury
Age < 16
Age > 65
Age 16 to 65
Motorcycle Presence
No Motorcycle

Frequencies
4,453
16,010
12,248
8,215
2,125
4,678
13,660
395
20,068
695
388
19,380
695
388
13,260
6,120
243
13,641
6,579
15,228
3,400
1,645
109
81
101
1,133
19,229
165
20,298

Total data points (number of crashes) for the study are 20,463; of these 15% (i.e. 3,070
data points) were reserved for holdout prediction. Table 1 has frequencies for the 20,463 crashes
which were used for the study. Information for the person with highest crash severity in a crash
was used for the study. We used two indicator/dummy variables for the person age variable in
crash severity models. In person “age < 16”, persons having less than sixteen age were coded as
1 and the rest were coded as 0. The person “age > 65” variable was also coded similarly, i.e.
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person greater than 65 year old was coded as 1 and others were coded as 0. Vehicle type variable
is also another indicator variable which essentially indicates presence or absence of motorcycle
in a crash.
4.4 METHODOLOGY
Once data collection was completed, the first task was to define different crash typologies in
order to compare the prediction capability of each typology to determine the preferred one. One
of the major characteristics of any freeway facility is the physical separation between the
opposing direction roadways. Consequently, on a freeway a head-on crash is a relatively rare
(though not impossible) occurrence, as it would require a vehicle to cross the median separation.
We investigated three typologies as indicated in Table 1, which also shows the associated
frequencies of crashes. The basis for defining each typology follows:
 Typology 1 is defined based on where crashes can occur on the freeway. Two notable
features of a freeway are the median between opposite directional traffic and ramps for
vehicle entrance and exit.
o Type I (On-ramp related) crashes occur on the freeway mainline specifically in
the vicinity of an on-ramp. In the original database i.e. in CTCDR on-ramp crash
indicates those crashes which occur on the ramp itself, so we did not include
those crashes in our study. Also we did not include off-ramp related crashes in
this category.
o Type II (Median/Barrier related) crashes include all crashes which occur either
by hitting and displacing the median or by penetrating (partially or fully) the
median.
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o Type III (single/multivehicle) includes all remaining crashes.
We expect that median/barrier penetration crashes will be more severe compared with onramp related crashes, which will also be different from other crash types.


Typology 2 is similar to Typology 1 except that here, single vehicle and multi-vehicle
crashes are separated into Type III and IV, respectively. This is done considering that
single vehicle crashes, which most often involve the vehicle leaving the roadway or
striking a fixed object, likely have different severity distributions than these remaining
(other than ramp or median related) multi-vehicle crashes, which are mostly rear-ends
and sideswipes.



Typology 3 is solely based on the travel direction of the vehicles involved in the crash:
o Type I: Opposite direction crashes may only occur when a vehicle penetrates the
median and hits a vehicle coming from the opposite direction, also when a
vehicle enters the highway in the wrong direction and causes a head-on crash.
o Type II: Same direction crashes include all multivehicle crashes occurring on the
roadway when the involved vehicles were originally traveling in the same
direction; this would include crashes coded as rear end, same direction sideswipe,
lane changing, or related to merging at ramps.
o Type III: Single vehicle crashes are those involving only one vehicle, and include
fixed object, animal and roll over crashes. These include some that were
categorized as “median/barrier related” in Typology 2.

Each crash in the data base was classified according to each of these three typologies.
Then separate crash severity models were estimated using crash types of each typology along
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with traffic volume, and the crash level covariates as predictors. Crash injury severity is an
ordinal categorical variable; it is ordered in KABCO scale where K = fatal injury, A =
incapacitating injury, B = non-incapacitating evident injury, C = possible injury, N = no injury.
We used the partial proportional odds (PPO) model instead of Proportional Odds (PO) for
modeling and predicting crash severity using the Logistic procedure of SAS (13). One limitation
of the PO model is that it requires identical regression coefficients on the predictor variables for
all crash severity levels. As a result, a predictor can only increase or decrease the probabilities of
all crash injury levels by the same scale, rather than having different effects on each level of
crash severity. However, this restriction might not be valid for some predictor variables. For
example, seatbelt use is likely to keep an occupant from dying, but rather than reducing all
severity levels, it might just cause crashes to migrate from fatal to severe injuries (14, 4). A
solution to this problem is the partial proportional odds (PPO) modeling technique (15), in which
some predictor variables are allowed to violate the PO assumption and affect each response level
differently. This allows the model to accurately account for these nonparallel slopes while still
honoring the inherent ordered nature of the severity levels in the response variable. The
cumulative probability function for the PPO model is given as follows:

where
Pr(Yi>j| ) = probability of the response variable Yi adopting a severity level greater than j for
the observed crash i,
= jth constant coefficient
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= vector containing the values of observation i on that subset of explanatory variables for
which the parallel assumptions are not violated.
=vector of coefficients associated with the non-violated variables, the same across values of
Y;
= vector containing the values of observation i on that subset of explanatory variables for
which the parallel assumptions are violated; and
= vector of coefficients associated with the violated variables, differing across the response
values.
The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method is used for estimating intercept and
regression coefficients for the PPO model. Here the response variable “crash severity” has five
levels in the KABCO scale (defined previously). In the PPO model, coefficients for predictor
variables which reject the PO assumption are estimated separately for all five crash severity
levels.
For evaluating the best model having better fit for predicting crash severities, statistical
goodness-of-fit measure Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz Criterion (SC) are
used. Also to demonstrate the generalizability of the preferred model, we performed holdout
prediction on an independent data set reserved for testing. We used the SAS Surveyselect
procedure for obtaining a randomly selected sample from the original data set.
4.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Three crash severity models were estimated for each of the three typologies, i.e. the only
difference among the models was the different crash typology used as a predictor. Another
model was estimated without using any crash type variables to serve as a baseline comparison.
All four models considered the same set of additional covariates. Note that not all of these
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variables are significant in each model. For the PPO models, the first step is to test which
predictor variables violate the parallel regression assumption of PO models. Table 4-2 reports the
Chi-squared test result for the PO assumption. P values in bold indicates significance at the 95%
confidence level.
Table 4-2 Linear Hypothesis Test Result for PO Assumption
Typology 1
Variable

Wald
ChiSquare

Pr. >
Chi-Sq.

AADT/10^4

65.306

<.0001

Crash Types

0.5883

Weather

Typology 2
Wald
ChiSquare

Typology 3

Pr. >
Chi-Sq.

Wald
ChiSquare

Pr. >
Chi-Sq.

46.271

<.0001

53.021

<.0001

0.9966

118.97

<.0001

103.45

<.0001

0.4171

0.9367

3.9471

0.2672

4.0921

Light Condition

26.155

0.0002

19.565

0.0033

Drug/Alcohol

0.2353

0.9717

1.3120

Driver Gender

62.731

<.0001

Person Age <16

2.1291

Person Age >65
Motorcycle
Presence

No Typology
Wald
ChiSquare

Pr. >
Chi-Sq.

56.9626

<.0001

0.2517

0.5322

0.9118

17.600

0.0073

25.7564

0.0002

0.7263

1.4195

0.7010

0.0906

0.9929

43.667

<.0001

32.002

<.0001

69.1093

<.0001

0.5461

1.7626

0.6231

1.5980

0.6598

3.0556

0.3831

3.7747

0.2868

3.5797

0.3106

2.9346

0.4018

5.8170

0.1209

0.3632

0.9477

1.9293

0.5872

2.0933

0.5533

0.2041

0.9769

The results show that for the Typology 1 model, crash types, weather, drug/alcohol, and
person age as well as motorcycle indicators are not significant at the 5% level of significance,
which indicates that it is reasonable to assume that these variables have parallel coefficients for
all five crash severity levels. The remaining variables, i.e. AADT, light condition, and driver
gender have unequal slopes across the five crash severity levels. For Typology 2, Typology 3,
and the no typology scenario the covariates with parallel regression coefficients are weather,
drug/alcohol, light condition, person age and motorcycle indicator variables. After knowing
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which variables violate the PO assumption, partial proportional odds (PPO) models were
estimated in which those variables are entered with a different slope for each threshold between
severity levels.
For the person age variable, two dummy variables are used instead of using it as a
continuous variable to allow for the expected non-linear relationship between age and crash
severity. Crash severity was predicted using generalized estimating equation (GEE) technique
using PROC GENMOD of SAS where person age variable was allowed to have random effect
while all other variables (AADT, crash types, and all other person and crash specific variables)
had fixed effect. Then we plotted GEE estimates for each person age variable with person age.
The plot was similar for all three typology models, so we show here the plot (Figure 4.1) for the
typology 2 model only.

2

GEE Estimates

1.5

1

0.5

0
1 4 7 10 13 16 19 22 25 28 31 34 37 40 43 46 49 52 55 58 61 64 67 70 73 76 79 82 85 88 91 94
-0.5

Person Age

Figure 4.1 GEE estimates versus Person Age using Typology 2.
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The plot clearly shows that persons between 0 and 15 years of age have much higher
possibility of experiencing greater injury severity crashes. Similar is true for persons who are
over 65 in general. We see that over age 90 there are negative estimates which may be due to the
very low numbers (total 10 in our entire data set) of such aged persons in our data base. On the
basis of this plot we defined two dummy variables as explained earlier in the data collection
chapter.
For vehicle type, we also used an indicator variable to indicate presence or absence of
motorcycle. Vehicle type is an important variable in predicting crash severity. Most of the
crashes in freeway involves passenger car, thus we wanted to see how other vehicles affects
freeway crash severity compared with passenger car. As there are too many vehicle types so we
decided to collapse all vehicle types in following four categories:


Type 1: Passenger car (PC) which includes Automobile and passenger van



Type 2: Motorcycle which includes motorcycle and moped-motor scooter



Type 3: Single Unit (SU) Truck which includes Emergency vehicle, school bus,
commercial bus, motorhome/camper, SU truck (2 Axle 4 tire), SU truck (2 Axle 6 tire),
SU truck (3 or more axles), heavy vehicle (unclassifiable), and construction farm
equipment.



Type 4: Semi-trailer which includes truck-trailer combination, truck-trailer only, tractor
semi-trailer, tractor double trailers, and tractor triple trailers.
In our dataset we found two crashes involving off-road vehicles, we did not include these

crashes for their rare nature. After defining four types of vehicle listed above we wanted to see
how crash severity varies with different vehicle combinations. Table 4-3 shows severity
distributions in KABCO scale for all possible vehicle combinations in a crash in our data set.
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Note that PC-PC (and for all other combinations) does not necessarily mean that there were two
vehicles involved; it also includes crashes where only one passenger car is involved. From the
table it is observed that motorcycle is the only one which has substantial differences in severity
distribution. Thus we decided to use a variable which will indicate presence/absence of
motorcycle in a crash. Once all variables were defined then we estimated a model for each
typology. Model estimation results are shown in Table 4-4 for Typologies 1, 2, 3, and no
typology.
Table 4-3 KABCO Counts by Vehicle Combination in a Crash (Each Cell has Frequency,
Overall Percent, Row Percent one after another)
Vehicle Combination
PC-PC
MotorcycleMotorcycle
SU Truck-SU truck
SemitrailerSemitrailer
PC- Motorcycle

PC- SU Truck

PC- Semitrailer
SU TruckSemitrailer
Total

O
12,856
62.83
74.30
16
0.08
10.88
1,424
6.96
81.93
684
3.34
91.81
0
0.00
0.00
177
0.8
51.45
52
0.25
42.28
19
0.09
41.30
15,228
74.42

C
2,960
14.47
17.11
16
0.08
10.88
195
0.95
11.22
39
0.19
5.23
3
0.01
16.67
116
0.57
33.72
54
0.23
43.90
17
0.08
36.96
3,400
16.62

B
1,339
6.54
7.74
91
0.44
61.90
110
0.54
6.33
19
0.09
2.55
13
0.06
72.22
48
0.23
13.95
15
0.07
12.20
10
0.05
21.74
1,645
8.04

A
80
0.39
0.46
17
0.08
11.56
7
0.03
0.40
0
0.00
0.00
1
0.00
5.56
3
0.01
0.87
1
0.00
0.81
0
0.00
0.00
109
0.53

K
67
0.33
0.39
7
0.03
4.76
2
0.01
0.12
3
0.01
0.40
1
0.00
5.56
0
0.00
0.00
1
0.01
0.41
0
0.00
0.00
81
0.40

Total
17,302
84.55
147
0.72
1738
8.49
745
3.64
18
0.09
344
1.68
123
0.60
46
0.22
20,463
100.00
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Table 4-4 PPO Model Estimation Results for Three Typologies And for No Typology
Typology 1
Estimate
P-value
-1.5972
<.0001
-0.5772
0.0131
1.6196
<.0001
2.3070
<.0001
-0.0669
0.0394
-0.0719
0.0012
-0.0380
<.0001
0.0243
<.0001
-0.1785*
0.0170

Parameter
Intercept
Intercept
Intercept
Intercept
AADT/10^4
AADT/10^4
AADT/10^4
AADT/10^4
Ramp Entry
Ramp Entry
Ramp Entry
Ramp Entry
Median/Barrier
Median/Barrier
Median/Barrier
Median/Barrier
Multivehicle
Multivehicle
Multivehicle
Multivehicle
Opposite Direction
Opposite Direction
Opposite Direction
Opposite Direction
Same Direction
Same Direction
Same Direction
Same Direction
Adverse Weather

Sev.
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C
K
A
B
C

-0.0561

0.0104

Dark-Not Lighted

K

0.4534

0.0189

Dark-Not Lighted

A

0.3054

0.0262

Dark-Not Lighted

B

0.1919

0.0003

Dark-Not Lighted

C

0.0372

0.3640

Dark- Lighted

K

0.3885

0.0211

Dark- Lighted

A

0.2253

0.0623

Dark- Lighted

B

0.1363

0.0022

Dark- Lighted

C

0.0582

0.0696

0.4955

<.0001

Drug/Alcohol

0.3448*

<.0001

Male Driver

K

0.3778

0.0139

Male Driver

A

0.1543

0.0841

Male Driver

B

-0.0358

0.1994

Male Driver

C

-0.1909

<.0001

Person Age <16

1.1435

<.0001

Person Age > 65

0.1398

0.0001

Motorcycle

1.6965

<.0001

Typology 2
Estimate P-value
-1.7231
<.0001
-0.4743
0.0580
1.5698
<.0001
2.2716
<.0001
-0.0248
0.4541
-0.0503
0.0272
-0.0247
0.0009
0.0220
<.0001
-0.5745
0.2900
-0.1068
0.7196
-0.2309
0.0480
-0.1025
0.1924
1.5124
<.0001
1.1030
<.0001
0.6229
<.0001
0.3006
0.0012
-1.0342
0.0001
-0.8065
<.0001
-0.4316
<.0001
-0.0610
0.1581

-0.0517
0.3122
0.2152
0.1377
0.0476
0.3759
0.2111
0.1227
0.0590
0.4955
0.2787
0.1300
-0.0553
-0.1903
1.1661
0.1397
1.6889

Typology 3
Estimate
P-value
-1.5667
<.0001
-0.3340
0.1726
1.7540
<.0001
2.4808
<.0001
-0.0252
0.4458
-0.0483
0.0313
-0.0230
0.0021
0.0226
<.0001

No Typology
Estimate
P-value
-1.7293
<.0001
-0.7100
0.0018
1.4823
<.0001
2.1684
<.0001
-0.0686
0.0344
-0.0736
0.0009
-0.0393
<.0001
0.0231
<.0001

0.0204

1.2678
1.2983
0.7847
0.6231
-1.3629
-1.0921
-0.6493
-0.2896
-0.0541

<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
<.0001
0.0154

-0.0547

0.0124

0.1058

0.3003

0.1163

0.4604

0.0172

0.1193

0.2253

0.1054

0.3129

0.0227

0.0094

0.1573

0.0030

0.2010

0.0002

0.2475

0.0569

0.1667

0.0463

0.2566

0.0228

0.3180

0.0552

0.3885

0.0211

0.0818

0.1598

0.1896

0.2254

0.0621

0.0051

0.1047

0.0172

0.1340

0.0025

0.0656

0.0515

0.1088

0.0559

0.0810

<.0001

0.4901

<.0001

0.4965

<.0001

0.0727

0.2580

0.0970

0.3791

0.0136

0.1454

0.1226

0.1696

0.1553

0.0820

0.0462

-0.0562

0.0430

-0.0352

0.2075

<.0001

-0.1916

<.0001

-0.1903

<.0001

<.0001

1.1910

<.0001

1.1483

<.0001

0.0001

0.1404

0.0001

0.1399

0.0001

<.0001

1.6682

<.0001

1.6927

<.0001
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Estimates with an asterisk (*) indicate that those values are for all levels of crash severity.
Parameter estimates indicate how covariates are associated with crash severity levels. For
example, drug/alcohol indication has an estimate of 0.4955 in the Typology 1 model, meaning
that impaired drivers/persons have Exp(0.4955) i.e., 1.64 times more odds of being in higher
severity crashes than sober drivers/persons. Person age variables indicate that both children and
seniors have more probability of experiencing severe crashes. Also parameter estimates for male
drivers indicates that they have higher probability of being in severe crashes than female drivers.
We find that adverse weather conditions have negative coefficients. This may be due to lower
vehicle speeds during inclement weather conditions. Traffic volume has negative parameter
estimates, which indicates higher traffic volume is associated with less severe crash injuries.
Nighttime conditions have positive estimates which indicate their association with higher crash
injury severity crashes compared with daylight conditions. Parameter estimates for
median/barrier penetration crashes shows their association with higher crash severity levels.
Ramp entry related crashes have negative coefficients indicating their association with lower
injury severity crashes. This is probably because these crashes involve vehicles traveling in the
same direction, and thus their relative speed difference at the time of the collision is small,
leading to lower severity. Also crash involving motorcycle has high probability to be in higher
injury severity.
In the Typology 2 model, Ramp entry and median penetration crashes have similar
coefficient signs as the Typology 1 model. A similar intuitive result is found for opposite
direction crashes for Typology 3. But multiple vehicle crashes have a negative coefficient in
Typology 2 model indicating their association with lower injury severity crashes compared with
single vehicle crashes. This is likely because these crashes are most commonly same direction
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sideswipe or rear end crashes related to improper passing maneuvers, resulting in low relative
speed difference of the vehicles at impact. For Typology 2 and Typology 3 models, adverse
weather and drug/alcohol indication have similar parameter estimates as was found in Typology
1 model. We also estimated models without using any crash type variables. Parameter estimates
have similar signs as for the Typology 2 and Typology 3 models.
AIC and SC are used to compare which typology performed best in crash severity
prediction. Table 4-5 shows the AIC and SC values for all four models. For both AIC and SC we
find that typology 3 has lower values indicating better fit than the other models. We can infer
from this fit statistics that Typology 3 which was defined based on the travel direction of crashinvolved vehicles predicts crash severity best, though not much better than the others, or even
than the model without typology.

Table 4-5 Fit Statistics for PPO Model
Criterion

Typology 1
Intercept
Only

Typology2

Typology 3

No Typology

Intercept and Intercept and Intercept and Intercept and
Covariates
Covariates
Covariates
Covariates

AIC

26,872.791

25,857.280

25,723.688

25,682.182

25,865.924

SC

26,903.847

26,059.139

26,010.949

25,938.389

26,060.019

-2 Log L

26,864.791

25,805.280

25,649.688

25,616.182

25,815.924

40.04

39.98

39.93

40.07

MAPE
(for holdout
sample)

Holdout prediction also demonstrates the same. Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)
values were calculated for the holdout samples of each typology. Last row of Table 5 has the
MAPE values for all three models. The MAPE values show the predictive ability of each of the
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models by comparing the predictive probabilities to the observed outcomes within the holdout
data. The results show that error percentage values for all three models are fairly similar
indicating similar predictive performance for all three models. We find that the Typology 3
model has little lower MAPE values compared with other two. Unfortunately we see that there is
not much improvement in predictive performance for Typology 3 compared to the model with no
typology. We expected that using typology will have much lower MAPE value as well as AIC
and SC values.
We note that all of the MAPE values are higher than desirable, and suspected this may be
due to very low counts for higher injury severity crashes, a common challenge for crash severity
prediction models. To rectify this problem we calculated „recalibrated predicted probabilities‟ for
these PPO models. We translated all predicted probabilities to a scale of (0, 1) that shows the
predicted relative likelihood of each severity level for a given observation with respect to other
observations for the same severity level. Following are the steps performed to calculate the
„recalibrated predicted probability‟ for each crash.

Given

= observed severities = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 for

i= crashes = 1, 2, 3, …..,N
j= predicted severity level for each crash i i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Step 1: Calculate noncumulative predicted probability P (j|Xi) for all i and j using
all predictors X‟s and PPO procedure.
Step 2: Find maximum probability

for all j.
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Step 3: Divide predicted probabilities by the Pj-max for all i and j to calculate Qij
i.e. Qij=
Step 4: Find maximum recalibrated predicted probability among the five levels
for each crash. This becomes the new predicted level for each case.
Step 5: If the severity level for the maximum probability of a crash matches with
the observed probability then it indicates successful prediction by the model,
otherwise it is an incorrect prediction. Total incorrect predictions divided by N is
the error ratio for the particular model.
The error ratios for all models are provided in Table 4-6. This error ratio shows more
evidently that all models perform almost with similar error. Typology 2 and Typology 3 models
have slightly better performance compared with the other two.
Table 4-6 Error Ratios for All Models Calculated From Recalibrated Predicted Probability
Data Type
Estimation Data
Holdout Data

Typology 1
0.251
0.255

Typology 2
0.249
0.252

Typology 3
0.250
0.253

No Typology
0.251
0.255

Noting that there is very little improvement in either fit or predictive performance
between the models using crash typology and the one without typology, we hypothesized that the
individual crash and person variables are explaining most of the variation in crash severity, such
as person age, alcohol, sex and light conditions. We further note that these variables are only
available on a per crash basis, which is problematic for prediction of crash severity on a segment
basis as is done in the Highway Safety Manual (16). Therefore, we also estimated models
without crash or person specific variables to investigate if crash typology might help improve
crash severity predictions under those conditions, and which one might be best. Table 4-7 give
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the parameter estimates and fit statistics for these models, which included only segment related
variables (e.g., AADT) and crash type as predictors.
Table 4-7 Model Estimation Results for Reduced PPO Models
Typology 1

Typology 2

Typology 3

No Typology

Parameter

Sev.

Estimate

P-value

Estimate

P-value

Estimate

P-value

Estimate P-value

Intercept

K

-4.5778

<.0001

-5.0042

<.0001

-4.8074

<.0001

-4.9202

<.0001

Intercept

A

-3.4900

<.0001

-3.7809

<.0001

-3.5977

<.0001

-3.9273

<.0001

Intercept

B

-1.6967

<.0001

-1.8567

<.0001

-1.6561

<.0001

-1.9197

<.0001

Intercept

C

-1.1427

<.0001

-1.1675

<.0001

-0.9340

<.0001

-1.2336

<.0001

AADT/10^4

K

-0.0516

0.1105

-0.0157

0.6206

-0.0151

0.6322

-0.0676

0.0346

AADT/10^4

A

-0.0729

0.0006

-0.0503

0.0204

-0.0478

0.0248

-0.0826

<.0001

AADT/10^4

B

-0.0426

<.0001

-0.0263

0.0002

-0.0250

0.0004

-0.0457

<.0001

AADT/10^4

C

0.0199

<.0001

0.0194

<.0001

0.0199

<.0001

0.0185

<.0001

Ramp Entry

K

-0.7419

0.1290

-0.6307

0.2449

Ramp Entry

A

-0.3609

0.1794

-0.2521

0.3931

Ramp Entry

B

-0.3408

0.0015

-0.3134

0.0066

Ramp Entry

C

-0.1853

0.0127

-0.1570

0.0428

Median/Barrier

K

1.3180

<.0001

1.5158

<.0001

Median/Barrier

A

0.9579

<.0001

1.1093

<.0001

Median/Barrier

B

0.6124

<.0001

0.6680

<.0001

Median/Barrier

C

0.2941

0.0005

0.3212

0.0004

Multivehicle

K

-1.1783

<.0001

Multivehicle

A

-0.8555

<.0001

Multivehicle

B

-0.4757

<.0001

Multivehicle

C

-0.0757

0.0713

Opposite Direction

K

1.3726

<.0001

Opposite Direction

A

1.2775

<.0001

Opposite Direction

B

0.7839

<.0001

Opposite Direction

C

0.6437

<.0001

Same Direction

K

-1.5749

<.0001

Same Direction

A

-1.1824

<.0001

Same Direction

B

-0.7107

<.0001

Same Direction

C

-0.3305

<.0001

AIC

26718.422

26549.084

26497.901

26748.607

SC

26842.643

26704.361

26622.122

26810.718

-2Log L

26686.422

26509.084

26465.901

26732.607

41.12

41.00

40.95

41.16

MAPE (for holdout
sample)
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Both AADT and crash types are found to be highly significant and having similar
coefficient signs as in the full models discussed earlier. The fit statistics and holdout prediction
here also demonstrate that the Typology 3 model has lower AIC and SC as well as MAPE values
though it is not much different from the second best Typology 2 model. But we observe
considerable improvement in model fitting if we compare the Typology 3 model with the model
having no typology. Interestingly, all crash type variables (opposite direction and same direction
crashes) are found to be highly significant for crash severity prediction at all levels of injury
severity in the Typology 3 model. These reduced models suggest that crash type variables would
be useful for improving estimates of crash severity on an aggregate (e.g., segment) basis. In this
case, Typology 3, based on direction of travel, appears to be best.
4.6 CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of the paper was to suggest a preferred crash typology which will improve crash
severity prediction for controlled access highways in Connecticut. For this we proposed three
different crash typologies and used them separately as predictors in a crash severity model to
find which crash typology predicts crash severity best. A crash database with person level data
(age, sex, drug indication) along with injury description by KABCO scale and weather and light
condition data were collected from the Connecticut Crash Data Repository. Also AADT data was
collected from the ConnDOT road inventory. For crash typology definition we used three
different approaches; the first typology was based on the location of crash occurrence, the second
typology was similar to first one except that single vehicle and multivehicle crashes were
separated, and the third typology was based on the direction of travel of the vehicle(s) involved
in a crash.
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We estimated three different crash severity models for each of these typologies and one
without any typology variables. The PPO modeling technique was used to estimate models.
Model estimation results show that median/barrier penetration type crashes are more severe
compared with single/multi-vehicle crashes on a segment, but for on-ramp related crashes the
finding was the opposite. Opposite direction crashes are found to have positive estimates
compared with single vehicle crashes in the typology 3 model. For person age it is found that
crash severity decreases when person age is higher. But for impaired drivers/persons, probability
of being into severe crashes is much higher than sober persons. Also crashes involving
motorcycles have very high probability to experience fatal and/or high injury severity crashes.
AIC and SC goodness-of-fit measures are used to check the model fit and it is found that
the third typology has the best fit. Also to demonstrate the generalizability of the model and that
there is no over fitting going on we also performed holdout prediction for PPO models for a
smaller sample separated from the original dataset. The holdout prediction also demonstrates that
the third typology based on the travel direction of the crash involved vehicles has better
predictive ability compared with the other three models. But the improvement in predictive
performance for the third typology model was not noteworthy compared with no typology and
other typology models. We also used recalibrated predicted probability to calculate error ratio for
all four models. While this recalibrated probability technique improves performance of all
models, still it again demonstrates that all four models perform with similar success in predicting
severity.
In order to focus on the predictive value of the crash typologies, we estimated models
without crash and person specific variables, i.e., with crash type and AADT as the only
predictors. Here, the crash type variables, especially for the third typology, come out as highly
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significant with similar model fitting if we compare AIC and SC for the full and reduced models
Also we find noticeable improvement in model fitting if we compare reduced Typology 3 model
with the model which has only AADT as predictor. Thus, crash types and AADT could help
predict crash severities if we do not have other crash and person related information, as is the
case for segment level prediction.
To sum up, this study demonstrates that the typology defined on the basis of the initial
travel direction of crash involved vehicles have slightly better model fit, especially when crash
and person variables are not available. Note that our data set has very low counts for higher crash
severities from which this poor performance issue may arise from, which is common in crash
datasets. Future research can be carried out with a sufficiently large data base coming from a
larger network of freeways in another region.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
5.1 CONCLUSIONS
Roadway crashes are a major concern in the USA because of the increased number of crashes
associated with the extensive use of the passenger vehicles as the primary mode of
transportation. Also pedestrian travel has been increasing in many USA States e.g.
Massachusetts and Oregon. Thus, pedestrian-vehicle interaction increases which increases the
potential for pedestrian crashes. Consequently, this has been important for traffic safety
professionals to improve prediction of crash counts and crash severity of vehicular and
pedestrian crashes to help local and federal agencies take preventive measures. This research
intends to explore and improve three different directions of crash prediction modeling namely
finding surrogate measures for pedestrian crashes to aid research in pedestrian crash modeling,
improving freeway crash prediction modeling by investigating interactions between variables,
and finally defining crash types to improve crash severity prediction modeling for freeways.
The first part of the research investigates how roadway and roadside characteristics are
associated with pedestrian-vehicle conflicts and crashes at various levels of severity, and also the
extent to which pedestrian-vehicle conflicts are associated with crashes. From the results we find
that minor and serious conflicts were marginally significant for predicting total pedestrian
crashes along with crossing distance and building setback. Also more significant results were
found from the crash count models using minor and serious conflicts as the only predictor
variables. This suggests that these conflicts can be a good surrogate for crashes in analyzing
pedestrian safety. Greater crossing distance and small building setbacks are both found to be
associated with larger numbers of pedestrian-vehicle crashes. This latter effect is not expected,
since we expect vehicle speeds to be lower in areas where the building setback is small. We
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observe that pedestrian volume was not significant in any of the count models, and locations with
small setback are all in downtown type areas. It may very well be that setback is acting as a
surrogate for the actual pedestrian counts. There may be concern about the smaller sample sizes
we have e.g. in 65 of our locations there were no pedestrian crash. Thus we also estimated crash
count models using Bayesian approach which is reported in Appendix A and Appendix B. The
parameter coefficients for exposure measures as well as roadway characteristics were similar to
the results we find earlier using maximum likelihood approach. Also we suggested that measures
should be taken to reduce the crossing distance where it is large. This can be done using curb
extensions, reducing curb return radii or by installing pedestrian refuge islands specifically
designed to accommodate pedestrians.
In the second part of the research, crash prediction models, also commonly known as
safety performance functions (SPFs), are developed using data of freeways in the State of
Connecticut. Models were estimated for four different crash categories i.e. single vehicle total
crashes, single vehicle fatal/injury crashes, multi-vehicle total crashes, and multi-vehicle
fatal/injury crashes. Also three different model estimations were performed for all four crash
categories, namely models using all geometric variables, models using speed limit only, and
models using interactions between speed limit and roadway geometric variables. For both total
and fatal/injury single vehicle crashes greater shoulder width (more than 10 feet) has more safety
benefit. Median type is significant in conjunction with speed limit for predicting total multivehicle crashes, but for multi-vehicle fatal and injury crashes, instead it is higher number of
lanes. All four best models are found to be the models where interaction between speed limit and
road geometry was used as predictor variable which point out the importance of including
interaction terms in crash prediction model, although this is not typically done in existing
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methodologies, including the HSM. There is obviously some shared effects for these variables
that if ignored will result in incorrect predictions. This suggests that interactions should be
considered for all future crash prediction models, especially for the application of CMFs.
The final part of the study explores collision type categorization in order to aid crash
severity modeling. For this we proposed three different crash typologies and used them
separately as predictors in a crash severity model to find which crash typology predicts crash
severity best. We estimate three different crash severity models for each of these typologies and
one without any typology variables. AIC and SC goodness-of-fit measures are used to check the
model fit and it is found that the third typology based on the travel direction of the crash
involved vehicles has the best fit. Also to demonstrate the generalizability of the model and that
there is no over fitting going on we also performed holdout prediction for PPO models for a
smaller sample separated from the original dataset. The holdout prediction also demonstrates that
the third typology has better predictive ability compared with the other three models. In order to
focus on the predictive value of the crash typologies, we estimated models without crash and
person specific variables, i.e., with crash type and AADT as the only predictors. Here, the crash
type variables, especially for the third typology, come out as highly significant with similar
model fitting if we compare AIC and SC for the full and reduced models. The finding
demonstrates that the crash types and AADT could also be good predictor of crash severities
when crash and person related information are not available, as is the case for segment level
prediction. This finding can also aid joint modeling of crash count and crash severity. A big
problem in such modeling is that we do not have crash specific variables to be used for severity
prediction for crash counts of a particular roadway segment, but our finding suggests that crash
severity can be predicted if we have AADT and crash type information only. Overall we find that
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third typology model does not have significantly better performance than other models. In this
circumstance the best we could do would be estimating models using disaggregated crash types
and comparing them with the best typology model. Appendix C has the model estimation results
for both disaggregated crash types as well as using crash types of the third typology along with
traffic volume. Also it includes model fit measures as well as MAPE values. We find that in the
disaggregated model many of the crash type variables are not significant in predicting crash
severity. But we find much lower AIC value indicating the better model fitting for the
disaggregated model compared with the third typology model and this is expected outcome
because of having too many information in disaggregated model. But MAPE value shows again
that both models have poor predictive performance and also disaggregate model does not
perform significantly better than the third typology model. Also disaggregated model is not
practical as in this case we will have to develop sixteen different models for crash counts. Thus
we conclude that third typology would be better choice as a preferred typology for prediction of
crash severity on controlled access highways.
5.2 FUTURE RESEARCH
In the first part of the study we conclude that the minor and serious conflict counts can be a good
surrogate for crashes in analyzing pedestrian safety. We find that minor and serious conflicts
were marginally significant for predicting total pedestrian crashes. Observing conflicts over a
longer time period would likely increase the significance of this relationship. Also we find
unexpected outcome for the building setback variable in crash count models and we conclude
that setback may act as a surrogate for the actual pedestrian counts. We would expect that more
significant results could be experienced by observing pedestrian and vehicle volumes and
conflicts over longer periods of time. Sixteen locations in our study were observed for less than
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three hours, and none for more than six hours. Further research could be aimed at identifying a
minimum length of time for accurate estimation of pedestrian volume and conflicts to relate to
crashes. Investigation should be carried out to find the extent to which - and the contexts in
which - observations of pedestrians-vehicle conflicts are good predictors for the actual crash
severity distribution. National Bicycle and Pedestrian Documentation (NBPD) project (a joint
effort by Alta Planning & Design and Institute of Transportation Engineers Pedestrian and
Bicycle council) developed pedestrian volume adjustment factor by which 2-hour count can be
converted to daily average pedestrian volume. Future research can utilize these factors for
calculating annual average pedestrian volume from counts of several hours.
In the second part of the study, we developed all models using only interstate highways
data of Connecticut. Interstate highway system is the backbone of a region‟s freeway network.
We found that all four best crash prediction models were interaction models which suggest
importance of including interaction terms in prediction modeling. Interaction effect represents
the combined effect of predictors on the response variable. One must use engineering judgment
alongside statistical guidelines to determine variables to be used for interactions in the model.
For example, number of lane and lane width can be a good candidate to test for their interaction
effect on crash counts as one would expect that crash will be reduced with greater lane width
even if number of lane decreases. We used only interstate highways data for estimating models.
Future research should include data of all freeways in Connecticut for substantiating the current
findings. Also calibration of the HSM SPFs and comparison between the calibrated SPFs and the
best models found from this study could be another area of investigation for the researchers.
The last part of this research demonstrates that the typology defined on the basis of the
initial travel direction of crash involved vehicles have slightly better model fit, especially when
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crash and person variables are not available. Overall we did not find any noteworthy
improvement in predictive performance for the third typology model compared with other two
typology and no typology models. Also MAPE values were very high for all of the models. We
pointed out that our data set has very low counts for higher crash severities from which this poor
performance issue may arise from. Future research can be carried out with a sufficiently large
data base coming from a larger network of freeways in another region. Also researchers can aim
at investigating how to reduce prediction bias toward less severe crashes for the crash severity
models as this biasness results in poor prediction for higher severity crashes. Also investigation
on finding better typology can be extended for other roadway facility type e.g. for two lane rural
highways and so on. In two lane rural highway there are no median between opposing direction
vehicles, so crash typology will have to be defined according to other relevant roadway features.
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Appendix A. Model Estimation Results for Predicting KABCN using Bayesian approach
Predictors
Intercept
 3 yearAADPC 
ln 

10 4



Model 1
-2.6312
(0.6491)
[-3.8841,-1.3459]
0.2101
( 0.1707)
[-0.1114, 0.5367]

Model 2
-2.3976
(0.6043)
[-3.5969,-1.2495]

0.2237
( 0.1533)
[ -0.0733, 0.5296]

 3 yearAADMSC 
ln 

10 4


 3 yearAADT 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPV 
ln 

10 6



Crossing distance

Setback

Dispersion
DIC

Model 3
-4.3275
(1.0296)
[-6.4554,-2.5273]

0.0336
( 0.00855)
[ 0.0160, 0.0500]
-3.7305
( 1.4109)
[-6.5635,-1.1513]
0.4682
(0.3416)
[ 0.0138, 1.1175]
188.716

0.0332
(0.00873)
[0.0165,0.0502]
-3.4726
(1.1530)
[-5.7683,-1.4524]
0.4466
(0.3324)
[0.0127,1.0802]
187.727

0.9691
(0.3838)
[0.1943,1.6814]
0.1404
(0.1421)
[-0.1250,0.4185]
0.0187
(0.00895)
[0.00134,0.0354]
-3.4730
(1.2311)
[-5.6057,-1.2299]
0.2569
(0.2707)
[0.00184,0.7957]
181.834
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Appendix B. Model Estimation Results for Predicting Fatal, Life-Threatening and Non-LifeThreatening Visible Injury (KAB) Crashes using Bayesian approach
Predictors

Model 1

Intercept

-2.7681
(0.6913)
[-4.1445,-1.4411]

 3 yearAADPC 
ln 

10 4



0.2424
(0.1928)
[-0.1044,0.6260]

Model 2
-2.4871
(0.6157)
[-3.6399,-1.3064]

0.2288
(0.1637)
[-0.0865,0.5509]

 3 yearAADMSC 
ln 

10 4


 3 yearAADT 
ln 

10 6


 3 yearAADPV 
ln 

10 6



Crossing distance

Setback

Dispersion
DIC

Model 3
-4.3275
(1.0296)
[-6.4554,-2.5273]

0.0267
( 0.00893)
[0.00954,0.0442]
-3.1102
(1.3457)
[-5.9219,-0.7171]
0.1721
(0.3314)
[0.000025,0.8862]
147.401

0.0265
( 0.00914)
[0.0105,0.0442]
-2.9552
(1.1318)
[-5.0994,-0.9343]
0.1497
(0.3339)
[6.618E-6,0.7892]
146.856

0.9691
(0.3838)
[0.1943,1.6814]
0.1404
(0.1421)
[-0.1250,0.4185]
0.0187
(0.00895)
[0.00134,0.0354
-3.4730
(1.2311)
[-5.6057,-1.2299]
0.2569
(0.2707)
[0.00184,0.7957]
181.834
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Appendix C Model Estimation Results using Disaggregated Crash Types („Fixed Object‟ type as
the Reference) and Third Typology Crash Types only
Sev
.
Parameter

Disaggregated
Model

Typology 3 Model

Estimate

P-value

Estimate

P-value

Intercept

K

-5.0756

<.0001

-4.8074

<.0001

Intercept

A

-4.0851

<.0001

-3.5977

<.0001

Intercept

B

-2.0161

<.0001

-1.6561

<.0001

Intercept

C

-1.2980

<.0001

-0.9340

<.0001

AADT/10^4

K

-0.0610

0.0573

-0.0151

0.6322

AADT/10^4

A

-0.0754

0.0004

-0.0478

0.0248

AADT/10^4

B

-0.0413

<.0001

-0.0250

0.0004

AADT/10^4

C

0.0230

<.0001

0.0199

<.0001

Turning-Same Dir.

-0.8735

0.0006

Turning-Opposite Dir.

0.7026

0.0006

Turning-Intersecting Path

-0.1616

0.3343

Sideswipe-Same
Direction
Sideswipe-Opposite Dir.

-0.3486

0.0009

-0.2667

0.4824

Miscellaneous- Non
Collision
Overturn

-0.1127

0.8339

1.9661

<.0001

Angle

0.6793

0.0002

Rear-end

0.1564

0.1181

Head-on

3.2065

<.0001

Backing

-1.3436

<.0001

Parking

-0.5562

0.2303

Pedestrian

-2.1472

0.0250

Jackknife

0.4233

0.2763

-1.4333

<.0001

Moving Object
Opposite Direction

K

1.3726

<.0001

Opposite Direction

A

1.2775

<.0001

Opposite Direction

B

0.7839

<.0001

Opposite Direction

C

0.6437

<.0001

Same Direction

K

-1.5749

<.0001

Same Direction

A

-1.1824

<.0001

Same Direction

B

-0.7107

<.0001

Same Direction

C

-0.3305

<.0001

AIC
SC
-2logL
MAPE (for holdout
sample)

26216.057
26402.389
26168.057

26497.901

40.26

40.95

26622.122
26465.901
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